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Preface
Phylogenetics, the science of evolutionary relationships, is a dynamic field. In the
century sinceDarwinproposedhis theoryof evolution and in the thirty years since
the advent of efficient DNA sequencing, tremendous advances have been made
in phylogenetic methodology. New methods of phylogenetic tree reconstruction
are regularly proposed and phylogenetics is applied in ever more diverse fields
of molecular and computational biology.
Nevertheless, two facets of phylogenetic reconstruction remain limiting:
• Certain properties inherent in the data make reconstruction a non-trivial
task. These properties can be summarised as a) similarities which are not
due to a common ancestor, and b) rates of evolution which differ between
lineages and between sites.
• Phylogenetic reconstruction is an NP-hard problem. Computation time and
memory quickly become limiting as larger problems are approached.
This thesis proposes a new phylogenetic reconstruction algorithm developed by
Dr. Gabriel Bittar andBernhard Sonderegger. The algorithmuses some truly novel
ideas and does not easily fit into existing categories of reconstruction methods.
One of its principal aims is to be able to deal with very large datasets (thousands
of taxons).
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Re´sume´ en franc¸ais
Introduction a` la phyloge´ne´tique
La phyloge´ne´tique, du grec phylon (‘race, tribu, clan’) et geneˆtikos (‘relatif a` la
naissance, la ge´ne´ration, la ge´ne`se’), est l’e´tude des relations entre objets e´voluant
dans le temps. C’est bien e´videmment le cas des objets vivants, qui depuis pre`s
de 4 milliards d’anne´es sur cette plane`te montrent dans l’ensemble une tendance
a` la diversification (cladoge´ne`se, du grec klados, ‘arbre’ : le nombre d’espe`ces
vivantes augmente, malgre´ de nombreuses extinctions au cours du temps) et a` la
complexification (anage´ne`se : le nombre de ge`nes dans les organismes augmente).
L’e´volution se repre´sente commode´ment sous une forme arbustive (dendro-
gramme, du grec dendron, ‘arbre’), un objet vivant pouvant eˆtre a` l’origine de
plusieurs formes nouvelles : ainsi, les arbres e´volutifs sont-ils oriente´s dans le
temps et contiennent-ils une racine e´volutive, des branches et des embranche-
ments (des spe´ciations). Une se´rie de branches successives repre´sente la ligne´e
d’une espe`ce, et au-dela` de la notion d’espe`ce le terme de taxon (grec taxis, taxe´oˆs,
‘ordre, arrangement’) est utilise´ de fac¸on ge´ne´rale pour repre´senter tout orga-
nisme ou groupe d’organismes.
Pour reconstituer l’histoire e´volutive des objets vivants, les phyloge´ne´ticiens ana-
lysent des caracte`res comparables (homologues) chez ces derniers. L’information
a` disposition est re´sume´e sous la forme d’une matrice de caracte`res, contenant
autant de lignes que de taxons (des espe`ces apparente´es - orthologie, ou des
ge`nes de meˆme famille - paralogie) et autant de colonnes que de caracte`res ho-
mologues, les e´tats de caracte`res e´tant les e´tats actuels. Puis, en se basant sur le
principe de parcimonie des hypothe`ses (‘rasoir d’Ockham’), les phyloge´ne´ticiens
proposent un sce´nario e´volutif le mieux a` meˆme de reconstituer le passe´, le
sce´nario conside´re´ comme le plus vraisemblable e´tant celui qui implique le plus
petit nombre d’e´ve´nements e´volutifs (‘mutations’) pour expliquer les diffe´rents
e´tats de caracte`res homologues chez les diffe´rents taxons.
L’infe´rence d’un ou de plusieurs arbres e´volutifs a` partir de cette matrice de
caracte`res est complique´e par le fait que les ressemblances entre organismes bio-
logiques ne sont pas seulement dues a` un anceˆtre commun re´cent (‘ce´nanceˆtre’ ;
grec kainos, ‘re´cent’), mais e´galement aux hasards de l’e´volution (des sosies ne
sont pas ne´cessairement fre`res inconnus) et aux de´terminismes de l’adaptation
a` l’environnement (les meˆmes causes et conditions tendent a` avoir les meˆmes
effets : tous les peuples dont la peau contient beaucoup de me´lanine, comme c’est
5
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le cas pour les peuples adapte´s a` la vie sous les tropiques ensoleille´s, ne sont pas
phyle´tiquement proches entre eux par rapport aux autres peuples, et le label de
‘peuples a` peau fonce´’ n’est donc pas un label phyloge´ne´tique).
La similitude d’e´tats de caracte`res qui n’est pas due a` un ce´nanceˆtre est appelle´e
homoplasie. Celle-ci peut prendre la forme de la convergence (paralle´lisme : ap-
paritions phyle´tiquement inde´pendantes des meˆmes e´tats de caracte`re dans des
ligne´es distinctes, un phe´nome`ne pouvant eˆtre mal interpre´te´ comme la re´tention
d’un e´tat du ce´nanceˆtre de ces ligne´es) ou de la re´version (retour a` un e´tat an-
cestral, un phe´nome`ne pouvant eˆtre mal interpre´te´ comme la re´tention d’un e´tat
ancestral). Ce phe´nome`ne d’homoplasie peut eˆtre purement fortuit, e´tant duˆ au
simple hasard, ou re´pondre a` la ne´cessite´, e´tant duˆ a` des pressions se´lectives
de l’environnement (la notion d’environnement pouvant couvrir la biosphe`re
comme le milieu intra-cellulaire).
Du fait de la limitation des donne´es a` disposition, d’une part, et du caracte`re fon-
damentalement contingent et probabiliste de l’e´volution biologique, d’autre part,
meˆme la plus e´labore´e des me´thodes de reconstitution phyloge´ne´tique ne pourra
pas e´tablir avec certitude que l’arbre propose´ re´sume effectivement l’histoire :
apre`s tout, a` tout moment, le hasard joue un roˆle important dans un processus
largement accidentel a` nombreuses variables stochastiques – l’e´volution n’est pas
obligatoirement parcimonieuse, pas plus que les organismes vivants ne sont obli-
gatoirement efficaces dans leur fonctionnement. Donc meˆme si l’on disposait de
toutes les informations ne´cessaires pour reconstituer pleinement les conditions a`
chaque e´tape e´volutive, plusieurs voire de nombreux sce´narios e´volutifs alterna-
tifs seraient e´galement possibles pour un tel jeu de conditions. Pour reconstituer
pleinement le passe´ e´volutif avec une certitude totale, il faudrait disposer de bien
plus d’informations pale´ontologiques que l’on n’en disposera jamais.
Ceci e´tant, pour une matrice de caracte`res donne´e, le phyloge´ne´ticien peut pro-
poser le sce´nario a` son avis le plus vraisemblable – en espe´rant que de futures
donne´es confirmeront cet avis.
Au de´part, la phyloge´ne´tique e´tait limite´e a` l’analyse de donne´es anatomiques
et morphologiques, appuye´es de donne´es pale´ontologiques pre´cieuses mais li-
mite´es quantitativement. Depuis quelques de´cennies, on dispose de donne´es
mole´culaires de plus en plus nombreuses (se´quenc¸ages), et quelques ge`nes ou
prote´ines fossiles ont meˆme e´te´ se´quence´s. La reconstitution paralogique s’est
de´veloppe´e a` l’instar de la reconstitution orthologique, et la proble´matique de la
reconstitution phyloge´ne´tique a pris une nette dimension quantitative. Ceci ex-
pliquepourquoi laphyloge´ne´tique estdevenueun secteur enpleinde´veloppement
de la bioinformatique.
L’alignement de se´quences mole´culaires est souvent traite´ comme un proble`me
distinct et en amont de la reconstruction phyloge´ne´tique de l’arbre e´volutif
(l’alignement constituant la matrice des e´tats de caracte`res homologues), alors
qu’en re´alite´ l’alignement constitue une se´rie d’hypothe`ses d’homologie et porte
de´ja` en lui-meˆme un ensemble d’hypothe`ses d’ordre phyloge´ne´tique. Au surcroıˆt,
dans la mesure ou` des caracte`res peuvent disparaıˆtre (de´le´tion) ou apparaıˆtre
(insertion) au cours de l’e´volution (les ‘indels’), il est pratiquement toujours
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ne´cessaire de pre´voir des ‘gaps’ dans un alignement multiple - un alignement
n’est donc pas ne´cessairement une ope´ration simple . . .
Outre les difficulte´s inhe´rentes a` l’homoplasie et a` l’alignement homologique de
se´quences, il en est d’autres inhe´rentes a` l’he´te´roge´ne´ite´ des vitesses d’e´volution :
les diffe´rents caracte`res au sein d’une se´quence e´voluent a` des vitesses diffe´rentes
(il y a des re´gions fortement conserve´es, d’autres relativement variables), et les
diffe´rentes ligne´es d’un arbre e´voluent e´galement a` des vitesses diffe´rentes (a`
cause par exemple de taux de reproduction diffe´rents ou de conditions environ-
nementales diffe´rentes).
Toutes ces difficulte´s expliquent pourquoi il n’y a pas une seule bonne me´thode
de reconstitution phyloge´ne´tique, applicable a` toutes les situations, et pourquoi
les algorithmes de phyloge´ne´tique sont nombreux et varie´s. Ceci e´tant, on peut
en gros reconnaıˆtre trois grandes cate´gories :
– les algorithmes de phe´ne´tique taxonomique nume´rique, ou taxome´trie ;
– les algorithmes de maximum de parsimonie cladistique ;
– les algorithmes probabilistes, ou de phyloge´ne´tique statistique.
Les me´thodes de taxome´trie commencent par calculer une matrice syme´trique
de dissimilitudes entre les taxons, a` partir de la matrice des e´tats de caracte`res.
Certaines de ces me´thodes de construction d’arbres sont de simples algorithmes
de clustering (a` l’instar deWPGMA), hautement sensibles aux biais dus a` l’he´te´ro-
ge´ne´ite´ inter-lignages des taux d’e´volution (les ligne´es ayant e´volue´ lentement se
trouvant artificiellement rassemble´es puisque plus similaires, celles ayant e´volue´
rapidement se trouvant artificiellement rejete´es en pe´riphe´rie de l’arbre). D’autres
me´thodes taxome´triques, tel NJ (Neighbour-Joining), reme´dient a` ce proble`me en
transformant les dissimilitudes en distances additives et en utilisant la proprie´te´
dite ‘des quatre points’. Toutefois, aucune n’est en mesure de prendre en compte
l’homoplasie. Toutes cesme´thodes sont globalement rapides, relativement a` celles
qui suivent.
Les me´thodes cladistiques demaximumde parsimonie (CMP) et de compatibilite´
des caracte`res (CC) reconstituent explicitement les e´tats de caracte`re ancestraux,
de fac¸on a` satisfaire un crite`re cladistique de parsimonie maximum - ce qui im-
plique ipso facto une minimalisation de l’homoplasie. Un arbre CMP minimalise
la somme des dissimilitudes absolues entre toutes les paires de noeuds adja-
cents de l’arbre. Un arbre CC est tel qu’il permet la plus grande ‘clique’ possible
de caracte`res ne faisant appel a` aucune hypothe`se d’homoplasie. Un artefact de
ces me´thodes cladistiques est l’attraction mutuelle des branches longues : quand
deux ligne´es e´voluent rapidement, la probabilite´ qu’elles convergent par pur ha-
sard augmente ne´cessairement. Cet effet est d’autant plus marque´ que le nombre
d’e´tats alternatifs pour chaque caracte`re est plus limite´. Cet artefact duˆ a` la sa-
turation du signal phyloge´ne´tique est ge´ne´ralement contourne´ en ajoutant dans
le jeu de donne´es plus de taxons phyle´tiquement proches de ceux ayant e´volue´
rapidement, afin de rompre cet effet d’attraction entre les branches longues.
Les me´thodes probabilistes se basent au pre´alable et de fac¸on explicite sur un
mode`le probabiliste de phyloge´ne`se. Au minimum, chaque caracte`re se voit at-
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tribue´ unematrice de transformations d’un e´tat a` l’autre. De telsmode`les peuvent
eˆtre fort complexes et prendre en compte l’he´te´roge´ne´ite´ des taux de mutation
ainsi que l’homoplasie. Dans une telle approche, on peut de´finir la vraisemblance
de l’ensemble des e´ve´nements de mutation de´fini par l’arbre global. De telles
approches sont imple´mente´es soit sous la forme d’algorithmes de maximum
de vraisemblance (ML, ‘Maximum Likelihood’), en combinaison avec des algo-
rithmes de recherche d’optimum ; soit sous la forme d’algorithmes Monte-Carlo
de chaıˆnes de Markov (MCMC), dans une approche baye´sienne. Avec de telles
approches, il est aise´ de proce´der a` des estimations statistiques de la qualite´ des
arbres obtenus, mais il ne faut pas perdre de vue qu’une telle infe´rence statistique
est une mesure de l’ade´quation de l’arbre au mode`le, pas ne´cessairement a` la
re´alite´ . . .
Pour les me´thodes non probabilistes, on estime la robustesse de l’arbre obtenu
par des me´thodes de bootstrapping : ge´ne´ralement, on cre´e une centaine de jeux
de donne´es de´rive´s, consistant chacun en n colonnes tire´es au hasard parmi les
n colonnes du jeu de donne´es originel (une colonne par caracte`re, une ligne par
taxon), avec remise (donc une colonne peut se retrouver repre´sente´e plusieurs
fois, d’autres au contraire ne se trouvant plus du tout repre´sente´es). Pour chaque
jeu de donne´es ainsi de´rive´, on calcule l’arbre correspondant. Puis on calcule pour
chaque branche de l’arbre originel une proportion correspondant au nombre de
fois que cette branche apparaıˆt dans les arbres forme´s a` partir des jeux de´rive´s.
Dans tous les cas, il arrive fre´quemment que plusieurs, voire de nombreux arbres
‘les meilleurs’ (MP) soient trouve´s, ne´cessitant la cre´ation d’arbres consensus. On
peut, dans le cas des me´thodes de CMP-CC, faire des arbres consensus non seule-
ment des arbres les plus courts, mais e´galement des arbres les plus courts ‘plus
une transformation’ (z = 1), puis les plus courts ‘plus une ou deux transforma-
tions’ (z = 2), et ainsi de suite. Les branches de l’arbre consensus MP qui tiennent
pour la valeur z la plus e´leve´e sont conside´re´es les plus solides.
Les me´thodes probabilistes et de CMP-CC peuvent tre`s vite devenir lourdes en
termes de recherche combinatoire, et impraticables sur de grands jeux de donne´es.
C’est pourquoi elles utilisent toutes sortes d’heuristiques, plus oumoins habiles et
efficaces, mais aucune, par de´finition, ne pouvant garantir que le re´sultat obtenu
soit bien le meilleur du point de vue du mode`le utilise´. Une me´thode conservant
dans une bonne mesure la vitesse d’exe´cution des algorithmes taxome´triques,
tenant compte toutefois non seulement de l’he´te´roge´ne´ite´ inter-lignages des taux
d’e´volution mais aussi de l’homoplasie, serait utile a` la communaute´ des phy-
loge´ne´ticiens devant analyser de tre`s grands jeux de donne´es mole´culaires, typi-
quement plusieurs milliers de se´quences. La me´thode Anaˆtaxis a e´te´ de´veloppe´e
avec cet objectif en vue.
L’algorithme Anaˆtaxis
Cechapitre comple`te lapre´sentation faiteparBittar (2002)de l’algorithmeAnaˆtaxis.
L’input pour l’algorithme de´terministe Anaˆtaxis est d’une part un outgroup in-
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contestable mais phyle´tiquement aussi proche que possible de l’ensemble de
taxons dont on veut reconstituer les relations phyle´tiques (l’ingroup), d’autre
part une matrice syme´trique de dissimilitudes entre toutes les paires de taxons.
Cette me´thode ne ne´cessite pas la transformation des dissimilitudes en distances
additives.
L’algorithmedivise re´cursivement l’ingroup jusqu’a` l’arbre final. Chaque division
d’ingroup se fait apre`s normalisation sur des bases e´volutives de la matrice de
dissimilitudes, de fac¸on a` prendre en compte l’homoplasie et l’he´te´roge´ne´ite´ inter-
lignages des vitesses d’e´volution sans faire d’hypothe`ses d’ultra-me´tricite´. La
figure 1 pre´sente une vue d’ensemble du fonctionnement de l’algorithme.
Dans l’e´tape de normalisation e´volutive, on utilise l’outgroup comme re´fe´rentiel
externe pour infe´rer des diffe´rences entre lignages des vitesses d’e´volution. A
mesure que l’algorithme progresse dans sa division d’ingroup, se rapprochant
des feuilles de l’arbre (ses nodes terminaux), de nouveaux sub-outgroups sont
de´termine´s pour normaliser de fac¸on plus fine les dissimilitudes. Comme chaque
nouvelle normalisation de dissimilitudes se fait sur les valeurs de de´part de celles-
ci, il n’y a pas d’effet d’accumulation des e´ventuelles erreurs de normalisation.
La seconde e´tape de l’algorithme, la division de l’ingroup, prend en compte
les possibilite´s d’homoplasie. Pour chaque ensemble i, j, k de trois membres de
l’ingroup, trois dissimilitudes normalise´es peuvent eˆtre de´finies, qui satisferont
l’une des quatre se´ries d’ine´galite´s suivantes :
D′i j  D′jk ≈ D′ik
D′i j  D′jk  D′ik
D′i j ≈ D′jk  D′ik
D′i j ≈ D′jk ≈ D′ik
Les dissimilitudes pouvant eˆtre de´finies avec une marge d’erreur, ‘’ signifie
‘clairement infe´rieur a`’ et ‘≈’ signifie ‘approximativement e´gal a`’.
Les deux premie`res se´ries d’ine´galite´s de´crivent chacune un seul arbre strictement
bifurcant, enracine´, a` trois feuilles, alors que la troisie`me se´rie d’ine´galite´s est
phyle´tiquement ambigue en ce sens qu’elle peut de´crire deux arbres diffe´rents, la
troisie`me se´rie d’ine´galite´s impliquant l’absence de toute re´solution arbustive.
Pour chaque triade, des poids correspondant sont accorde´s aux branches du
dendrogramme, ces poids e´tant de 1 dans les deux premiers cas, de deux fois 1/2
dans le troisie`me, de trois fois 1/3 dans le quatrie`me. Des sous-arbres sont obtenus
ainsi, en proce´dant si ne´cessaire a` une e´rosion uniforme des branches.
Un des principaux postulats de l’algorithme Anaˆtaxis est que l’he´te´roge´ne´ite´
inter-lignages des vitesses d’e´volution d’une part et l’homoplasie d’autre part,
peuvent eˆtre traite´es successivement et de fac¸on inde´pendante. Il est de´montre´
que cette simplification est le´gitime dans le cadre de l’algorithme, aussi bien en
pre´sence d’homoplasie entre deux membres de l’ingroup, qu’entre un membre
de l’ingroup et un membre de l’outgroup.
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F. 1 – Division de l’ingroup et construction de l’arbre phyloge´ne´tique Anaˆtaxis
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Calcul de dissimilitudes
Ce chapitre expose les diffe´rences entre dissimilitudes brutes et distances de´rive´es
(additives) de´rive´es de celles-ci. Il expose e´galement comment Anaˆtaxis peut trai-
ter des dissimilitudes affecte´es d’une marge d’erreur (traitement de l’incertitude
des donne´es de base).
La dissimilitude est une fonction d’e´tat plus ou moins simple mesurant les
diffe´rences entre deux se´quences. A la diffe´rence d’Anaˆtaxis, la plupart des
me´thodes de reconstruction phyloge´ne´tiques ne´cessitent une correction de ces
dissimilitudes de fac¸on a` les transformer en distances additives, de fac¸on a`
prendre en compte les transformations multiples par site, qu’elles soient de type
A → C → T ou de type A → C → A (re´version).
Depuis la formule de correction propose´e par Jukes and Cantor 1969, desmode`les
de plus en plus sophistique´s, probabilistes ou non, ont e´te´ propose´s en ce sens.
Lesmode`les de transformationdedissimilitudes endistances e´volutives additives
ont en commun que les courbes de transformation sont monotones croissantes.
Comme Anaˆtaxis s’attache uniquement a` traiter de relations d’ine´galite´ entre les
dissimilitudes, une telle correction de celles-ci n’est en principe pas ne´cessaire, et
cela a e´te´ de´montre´ par le biais de simulations.
Les dissimilitudes calcule´es a` partir de se´quences nucle´otidiques doivent prendre
en compte les e´tats de caracte`re ambigus tels que de´finis par l’IUB (p. ex. ‘N’
signifie n’importe laquelle des 4 bases {A,C,G,T}), l’absence de nucle´otide (e´tat
‘-’) et l’absence de toute information concernant un site ou caracte`re (e´tat ‘ ?’).
Selon que les e´tats ‘-’ et ‘ ?’ sont pris en compte ou non dans le calcul de la
dissimilitude, trois filtres possibles ont e´te´ imple´mente´s dans l’imple´mentation
Anaˆtaxis : ‘lax’, ‘tole´rant’ et ‘strict’. Dans les deux premiers cas, une distribution
probabiliste affecte des valeurs estime´es lorsqu’un e´tat de caracte`re inconnu est
implique´ dans une comparaison entre deux se´quences.
Au surcroıˆt, l’utilisateur peut de´cider d’utiliser une matrice de dissimilitudes
absolues Di j, ou bien de dissimilitudes relatives, ou` Di j est divise´ par ni j, c’est-a`-
dire le nombre de caracte`res effectivement compare´s entre les deux se´quences i et
j.
Enfin, l’utilisateur peut de´cider d’utiliser Anaˆtaxis sur des dissimilitudes affecte´es
ou non d’une marge d’erreur. De nombreuses manie`res de calculer cette marge
d’erreur existent - nous avons choisi d’imple´menter la formule classique d’erreur
d’e´chantillonnage. Dans le cas de dissimilitudes incertaines, la relation de transi-
tivite´ pour l’ope´rateur ‘≈’ ne tient pas toujours : en effet, si A ≈ B et B ≈ C, alors
A ≈ C n’est pas ne´cessairement vrai. Nous analysons en de´tail tous les cas de
figure de recouvrement proble´matique et proposons une manie`re consistante de
les traiter.
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Validation nume´rique
Afin de de´montrer la robustesse de l’algorithme et sa capacite´ a` proposer des
arbres de fac¸on cohe´rente, nous avons proce´de´ a` deux se´ries de tests de validation
nume´rique. La premie`re se´rie de tests valide l’e´tape de normalisation e´volutive,
la deuxie`me mesure la re´sistance au bruit de l’e´tape de division de l’ingroup.
Nous avons valide´ l’e´tape de normalisation e´volutive comme de´finie dans l’algo-
rithme Anaˆtaxis dans des situations ou` les longueurs de branche sont de tailles
comparables. A la suite de simulations e´volutives d’arbres a` quatre feuilles (plus
un outgroup constitue´ d’une seule feuille), la re´solution des structures d’arbre
s’est ave´re´e parfaite aussi bien pour un mode`le d’e´volution simple que pour
le mode`le d’e´volution GTR [Yang 1994]. Comparativement, la capacite´ de NJ a`
donner la bonne structure d’arbre s’est ave´re´e plutoˆt moins bonne, plus parti-
culie`rement dans les cas de topologie d’arbre asyme´trique, et surtout lorsque la
correction F84 des dissimilitudes en distances additives est utilise´e, au lieu des
dissimilitudes brutes.
Nous avons e´galement valide´ l’e´tape de normalisation e´volutive de´finie dans
l’algorithme Anaˆtaxis en pre´sence d’une branche anormalement longue au sein
du sous-arbre ingroup de quatre feuilles, dans les sept cas de figure possibles :
deux pour la topologie syme´trique, cinq pour l’asyme´trique. Pour chacun de ces
cas de figure, les limites de variabilite´ acceptables de la branche anormalement
longue ont e´te´ investigue´es. Ces limites de variabilite´ sont lie´es d’une part a` la
taille limite infe´rieure de 1% pour les dissimilitudes brutes, d’autre part a` la taille
limite supe´rieure de 50% pour celles-ci, au-dela` de laquelle les alignements de
se´quences nucle´otidiques ne peuvent eˆtre conside´re´s fiables. Dans l’ensemble, les
re´sultats Anaˆtaxis et NJ sont comparables et tous deux bons, et la` encore une
transformation F84 n’apporte pas ne´cessairement un meilleur re´sultat que des
dissimilitudes brutes.
Dans une deuxie`me se´rie de tests, nous avons mesure´ la re´sistance au bruit de
l’e´tape de division de l’ingroup, ce bruit e´tant conside´re´ comme une simulation
de l’homoplasie. Deux approches ont e´te´ adopte´es pour ce faire : production
de bruit proprement dit, et production probabiliste d’erreurs lors de l’analyse
de triades. Les re´sultats des deux approches se montrent similaires. Seule une
combinaison extreˆme (petite taille de l’ingroup, avec un fort bruit ou une grande
probabilite´ d’erreur) peut diminuer significativement la pre´cision de la division
de l’ingroup. Comme une petite taille de l’ingroup est ne´cessaire pour diminuer
significativement la pre´cision de sa division, les erreurs de division se feront
surtout dans les de´tails des arbres, pre`s des feuilles (nodes terminaux), la` ou` c’est
le moins geˆnant. On peut aussi de´duire de ce qui pre´ce`de que des homoplasies
importantes sont ne´cessaires pour provoquer des erreurs, donc des homoplasies
en principe aise´ment de´tectables.
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Imple´mentation
Deux imple´mentations de l’algorithme Anaˆtaxis ont atteint un niveau de develo-
pement permettant une utilisation ‘grand-public’. Il s’agit d’une imple´mentation
avec une interface graphique, riche en fonctionalite´s et une imple´mentation en
ligne de commande permettant l’appel du programme par des scripts et donc
l’inte´gration d’Anaˆtaxis dans des se´quences de travail automatise´es.
La version a` interface graphique permet de comple´ter la proce´dure de travail
entie`re de la lecture d’un alignement multiple jusqu’a` la construction d’un arbre
phyloge´ne´tique en passant par le calcul de la matrice de dissimilitudes et la
de´finition d’un outgroup et d’un ingroup. Il est possible de sauvegarder l’e´tat
du programme a` n’importe quelle e´tape interme´diaire et de produire les arbres
re´sultats aussi bien en format parenthe`ses qu’en format graphique (PDF, ps, SVG).
La figure 2 montre l’interface graphique.
F. 2 – Cette image montre l’affichage d’une partie de l’arbre final dans
l’imple´mentation Anaˆtaxis avec interface graphique
La version ‘ligne de commande’ exe´cute elle aussi la proce´dure entie`re depuis la
lecture d’un alignement multiple jusqu’au calcul final de l’arbre, mais seul l’arbre
final en format parenthe`ses est rendu comme re´sultat. Voir appendice C pour les
de´tails d’utilisation.
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Validationde l’algorithmeAnaˆtaxis a` l’aided’unexemple
biologique
En fin de compte, la validation finale d’une me´thode de reconstruction phy-
loge´ne´tique doit se faire avec de ve´ritables donne´es biologiques.
Afin de pouvoir comparer les performances de differentes me´thodes de recons-
truction phyloge´ne´tiques avec des donne´es biologiques, nous avons de´veloppe´
un syste`me d’annotation automatique des branches internes d’arbres ortholo-
giques (arbres d’espe`ces). Le syste`me se base sur la taxonomie de re´fe´rence
NEWT [Phan et al. 2003], il permet de compter le nombre de noeuds de la taxo-
nomie de re´fe´rence qui sont retrouve´s dans l’arbre produit par une me´thode de
reconstruction phyloge´ne´tique. Ce premier score est comple´mente´ par une me-
sure de distance Robinson-Foulds [Robinson and Foulds 1981] entre l’arbre et la
taxonomie de re´fe´rence.
Le jeu de donne´es biologiques choisi est un grand alignement de ge`nes chloro-
plastiques rps4 chez 224 streptophytes, le ge`ne en question ayant de´ja` prouve son
utilite´ pour la reconstruction phyloge´ne´tique. L’outgroup est constitue´ de cinq
espe`ces d’algues vertes.
Les autres me´thodes de reconstruction teste´es e´taient : NJ, PAUP*, RAxML, Tree-
Puzzle et MrBayes. NJ est une me´thode de taxome´trie, PAUP* une me´thode
de maximum de parsimonie cladistique, RAxML et Tree-Puzzle des me´thodes
probabilistes base´es sur un algorithmedemaximumdevraisemblance etMrBayes
est une me´thode probabiliste a` approche baye´sienne.
Parmi les six me´thodes phyloge´ne´tiques (Anaˆtaxis et les cinq autres me´thodes),
seulsAnaˆtaxis,NJ et RAxMLont produit des re´sultats satisfaisants. PAUP* n’avait
pas termine´ son calcul apre`s 20 jours de calcul, Tree-Puzzle a produit un arbre
tre`s polychotomique a` la racine (plus de 60 branches partant du meˆme noeud) et
MrBayes a produit un arbre phyle´tiquement absurde apre`s 96 heures de calcul.
La table 1 montre les temps d’exe´cution des diffe´rentes me´thodes et les types de
re´sultats obtenus.
Les arbres produits par Anaˆtaxis, NJ et RAxML e´taient de qualite´ similaire,
Anaˆtaxis donnant le re´sultat le plus proche de la taxonomie de re´fe´rence. RAxML
arrive a` retrouver le´ge`rementplusdenoeuds internesde la taxonomiede re´fe´rence
mais demande beaucoup plus de temps CPUpour arriver a` son re´sultat. On pour-
rait envisager une approche ou` le re´sultat d’Anaˆtaxis est utilise´ comme point de
de´part pour une me´thode probabiliste, afin de re´duire le temps d’exe´cution de
cette dernie`re.
Conclusion
Unede´finition rigoureused’unnouvel algorithmede reconstructionphyloge´ne´tique
nomme´ Anaˆtaxis est donne´e. Cette me´thode est presque aussi rapide que NJmais
pre´sente l’avantage de prendre en compte a` la fois l’homoplasie et l’he´te´roge´ne´ite´
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Me´thode Temps d’exe´cution Re´sultat
Anaˆtaxis ∼ 2min Arbre acceptable
Neighbor-Joining ∼ 2min Arbre acceptable
RAxML 2.5h (20 exe´cutions et consensus) Arbre acceptable
Tree-Puzzle 31h Tre`s grande polychotomie a` la racine
MrBayes 96h Arbre phyle´tiquement absurde
PAUP* interrompu apre`s 20 jours Aucun arbre produit
T. 1 – Comparaison de Anaˆtaxis avec d’autres me´thodes de reconstruction
phyloge´ne´tique. Le jeu de donnees consiste en un alignement multiple de rps4.
des vitesses e´volutives entre les branches de l’arbre.
Des simulations nume´riques pousse´es ont de´montre´ l’efficacite´ des diffe´rentes
e´tapes de l’algorithme, et un exemple biologique a illustre´ l’efficacite´ de l’algo-
rithme dans son ensemble. Anaˆtaxis s’ave`re ainsi une alternative inte´ressante a`
NJ pour l’analyse rapide de grands jeux de donne´es.
Deux imple´mentations de l’algorithme sont preˆtes a` l’usage, une avec interface
graphique, l’autre en ligne de commande.
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Chapter 1
An introduction to phylogenetics
In general terms, phylogenetics is the study of the relationships between evolving
objects. The term derives from the Greek phylon, ‘race, tribe, clan’, and genos,
‘birth, origin’, geneˆtikos, ‘related to generation, genesis’. Phylogenetics is formally
part of information science, and clearly also an important part of biology.
Evolutionary science has demonstrated that all living things have a common an-
cestry, lying nearly four billion years in the past. Since then evolution and phylo-
genesis have shaped a huge variety of biological objects (organisms, genes, etc.).
On the whole, the tree of life is becoming more complex over time. The tendency
of evolution to form more and more diverse forms of life is called cladogenesis,
and it continues in spite of (or maybe because of) many catastrophic extinctions.
In addition to cladogenesis, the life forms themselves tend to become more and
more complex, a phenomenon called anagenesis. Phylogenetics incorporates the
study of both cladogenesis and anagenesis.
The essence of the cladogenetic part of phylogenetics can be illustrated by means
of a simple graph. In figure 1.1 points C, D and E, also called terminal nodes, are
the present time forms of an evolving, duplicating object. Years ago, an ancestral
form B bifurcated into two diverging forms, ending in present-day formsD and E.
An earlier ancestral form A had previously bifurcated into two diverging forms,
resulting in the ancestral form B and the present-day form C.
Because of its branching structure, this kind of graph is called a tree or dendro-
gram. Mathematically, it can be characterised by the fact that there exists one
unique path between any two nodes. A branch in the tree is normally the con-
nection between two adjacent nodes (e.g., branch [AB]), but the term can also be
used to denote a terminal sub-tree (e.g. branch A,B,D,E, with D and E as terminal
nodes). Branching occurs at internal nodes, where branches bifurcate (in terms
of organisms, it denotes a speciation event). A series of successive branches that
form a lineal descent is termed a lineage. To stay with the tree analogy, the ter-
minal nodes (C, D and E here) are often called leaves, and the node of origin the
root. The most recent common ancestor of a set is termed their cenancestor, or
direct ancestor. Thus, in figure 1.1 node A is the cenancestor of C, D and E, and
node B is the cenancestor of D and E.
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Figure 1.1: Dendrogram illustrating the evolution of present-day forms
C, D and E, from ancestral forms B and A.
Trees can also be represented in a parenthesis form called Newick format. Each
internal node is represented as a pair of parentheses with the descendant nodes
between them, separated by commas. Generally, a semicolon is used to indicate
the end of the tree. The dendrogram in figure 1.1 can therefore be represented as:
(C, (D,E));
In phylogenetics, the entities being analysed are often referred to as taxons (some-
times taxa is used as the plural of taxon). They can be single organisms (e.g. Homo
sapiens) or groups of organisms (e.g. pines). Furthermore, if paralogs are being
analysed, the taxons may represent genes or proteins (see section 1.2.1 for an
explanation of paralogs).
The term phyletic refers to the nodes of a lineage, without addressing themanner
in which phylons were formed - a phyletic tree is a simple dendrogram, while a
phylogenetic tree is a graphical construction which displays information about
anagenesis in adition to the nodes of the tree. This information may be an es-
timate of the number of mutations along a branch or an estimate of the time the
evolutionary process took.
1.1 Homology and homoplasy
1.1.1 Characters and their states
The first step in any phylogenetic analysis is to identify and observe comparable
characters displayed by the taxa to be analysed. These characters can be morpho-
logical (e.g. colour of the tail, homoiothermy / poikilothermy, etc.) or molecular
(e.g. the nucleotide or amino acid at a specific position of a gene or protein). The
phylogeneticmodel implies that two comparable characters should present states
which, on the one hand tend to be similar due to a common origin of the taxa,
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and on the other hand tend to be dissimilar due to divergence from this common
origin.
It is usually impossible to make any statement regarding the phyletic history
of a group of taxons based on a single character. Generally, the larger the num-
ber of homologous characters for a given set of taxons, the better the result of
phylogenetic analysis. This often translates into a fairly large dataset which is
best displayed in the form of a matrix of the states of characters with rows cor-
responding to taxons or sequences, and columns corresponding to a characters
or sites (Figure 1.2). If the characters within any taxon have a natural linear or
sequential order (as in DNA or a protein), each row within the matrix is called a
sequence of characters, or sites. In the case of molecular sequences, the matrix is
called a multiple alignment in reference to the way it is constructed. In figure 1.2,
a multiple alignment of peptide sequences is displayed.
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155 165 175 185
Euglena gracilis IQKNIESKEL---LLIPPHLSL---NKKNLEAKIIGLINRKA
Marchantia polymorpha IIKNLNSFQK---QKIPNHLTF---DLMQIKGLVNQIIDREW
Polypodium vulgare LKNKFTGATK---R--PDHLTISLSKDNKPTGLVNCIANRES
Cycas revoluta IGKNLDLSQK-DQM--PNHLTL---HSSQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Taxus baccata INNNIDLSQR-DKMRVPNHLNL-LKKKSQYIGLVKKIIDSKR
Spinacia oleracea IQNSLDLSPR---EELPKHLTL---NPFPYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Epifagus virginiana INNCINYSTH-NRMEAPNHLTL-L-HPF--KGLVNQIIDSKW
Nelumbo nucifera IQNYLDSSPH---EELPKHLTL---HSFQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Ranunculus lingua IQNFMDSSPH---DELPKHLTL---HPSQYKGSVNQIIDSKW
Laurus nobilis IQNYLDSSPR---EDLAKHLTF---DSSQYKGLVNQIIDIKW
Acorus calamus IQNNMDSSTR---EELPKHLTL---DSFQHKGLVNQIIDSKW
Arum italicum IQNNIALSSH---EEVPKHLTI---DSFHNKGLVNQIIDSKW
Isophysis tasmanica IQNYIASSPH---EELPNHLTI---DPFQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Patersonia fragilis IQNYIASSTQ-PQEELPNHLTI---DAFQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Gladiolus communis IQNFIASSPH--QEELPNHLTI---DPFQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Narcissus odorus IQNSIASAPR---EELPNHLTI---DSFQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Asparagus scaber IQTSIASSPH---EELPNHLTI---DSFQYKGLINQIIDSKW
Cocos nucifera IQNYIASPPP---EELPKHLTI---DSFQYKGLVNQIIDSKW
Musa sapientum IQNYIALSPP---EELPKHLTF---DSFQYKGVVNQIIDSKW
Luzula sylvatica IRRCIGLTRQRKKRLLPKHLSI---NSREYKAKVKKIIDRTE
Cyperus vegetus VKKSIASSAQ---NKLPKHLTI----SKNYTGRVKKIIDRPE
Bromus erectus VQNYIASSDP---GKLPKHLTV---DTLEYKGLVNKILDRKW
Arundo donax VQNSIASSDP---GKLPKHLTV---DTLQYKGLVQKVLDRKW
Zea mays VQNYIASSDP---GKLPKHLTV---DTLQYKGLVKKILDRKW
Oryza sativa VQNSIASSDP---GKLPKHLTI---DTLQYKGLVKKILDRKW
Figure 1.2: Multiple alignment of a part of the chloroplastic rps4 protein sequence
of various plants. The whole problem lies in the placement of the gaps or ‘indels’
– represented by the ’-’ character. How many of these should be included in
an alignment and where should they be positioned? This alignment contains 42
columns, but it could be reduced to 40 (the length of the longest sequence).
1.1.2 Homology is a phylogenetic hypothesis
Homology is a hypothesis made when the states of two or more characters are
phylogenetically compared. The comparison implies the assumption that the
characters are derived from a common ancestor. For example, the comparison
of the amino acids in the first column of figure 1.2 implies the assumption that
they are descendant from an amino acid present in the cenancestor of all the
sequences. While the state of the character is the same in Euglena gracilis and
Marchantia polymorpha (isoleucine, ‘I’, in both cases), it differs inPolypodium vulgare
(where it is a leucine, ‘K’). Nevertheless, the fact that they are placed in the same
character-column means that the hypothesis has been made that both isoleucines
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and the leucine are descendant from an ancestral amino acid common to all three
of them.
More formally, homology is the hypothesis made during the selection, within two
different sequences s and t, of two states Ks and Kt which are believed describe
the same character K. This is done because there is reason to believe that states
Ks and Kt derive from a common origin K0 and are therefore phylogenetically
comparable. When a given character K can be found in two different taxons and
the similarity is due to a common origin, this character is said to be homologous
in the two taxons. There is a clear difference between the notion of character and
of its state. However, a less rigorous use of terminology, where the characters Ks
and Kt are said to be homologous, is generally accepted.
Homology, being a hypothesis, can be either true or false. Accordingly, it does
not make sense to say that two characters are 79% homologous. They are 79%
similar (21% dissimilar), and if this similarity is due to a shared origin, they are
homologous.
Theprinciple of parsimony, also knownasOckham’s razor [Ockham1323], states
that the simplest explanation is usually true. In phylogenetics, this translates
into:”the simplest hypothesis for explaining similar characteristics in a set of evolving ob-
jects is that the similarity is a result of common ancestry.”. This is the hypothesiswhich
is made, however, in reality, evolution can be chaotic and produce redundancy.
1.1.3 Homoplasy, a pitfall in phylogenetics
In evolutionary biology, homoplasy is the occurrence of similar states of a charac-
ter which are not a result of shared lineage. Homoplasy is a phenomenon which
leads to incorrect hypotheses of homology being made and can be seen as a form
of ‘non-parsimonious’ evolution. It can occur either through chance or through
adaptation to similar selective pressures. At a morphological scale, identical con-
ditions can therefore lead to somewhat identical results. On the other hand, at
the DNA level, especially with the limited alphabet of nucleotide sequences, pure
chance may lead to similarities.
Homoplasy can take two forms:
• convergence / parallelism
• reversion
Convergence /parallelism is the phyletically independent occurrence of the same
states of character within different lineages. The term convergence is used for
distant lineages while parallelism is reserved for closer ones.
Reversion is the return to an ancestral state of character.
These notions apply to any category of objects evolving, through
duplication - extinction, within some kind of environment. Consider the design
process of automobiles: two carsmay lookmuch alike although they are not of the
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samemodel. There are three possible explanations. They may be produced by the
same manufacturer and therefore have certain design features in common (this
is straight homology). Alternatively, two manufacturers may design similar cars
based on a comparable perception of consumer taste and car functionality (this
is convergence homoplasy). Finally, the car, though brand new, may resemble a
much older model when a certain ‘look’ comes back into fashion (this is reversion
homoplasy).
The following two text-book examples illustrate the notion of homoplasy in a
biological context.
Active flight
Active flight developed at least twice: once in avians (birds) and once or twice
in chiropterans (bats and flying foxes). Although the forelimbs of all tetrapods
are homologous organs, laws of aerodynamics and not common ancestry are
responsible for the similarities between the wings of these two taxa: they have
roughly converged in their aerodynamic morphology because the function of their
forelimbs as true wings is identical.
Return to the ocean
Cetaceans (dolphins andwhales) and sirenians (manatees anddugongs) aremam-
mals, which have fully adapted to an aquatic habitat. The necessary transform-
ations for this adaptation were made long ago and independently of each other
within the two lineages, starting from two different land-dwelling mammalian
ancestors. The morphological similarity between the two groups is due to the fact
that theywere both subjected to the same physical constraints of an aquatic envir-
onment. Cetaceans and sirenians thus show a convergence homoplasywith respect
to their roughly similar hydrodynamic morphology. When compared to fish – a
vertebrate group with which both sirenians and cetaceans share as a very ancient
ancestor – these two mammalian lineages each show a reversion homoplasy in
relation to their hydro-dynamic morphology.
The pitfall
A phylogenetecist who incorrectly compares true wings in birds and in chiropter-
ans and furthermore bases analysis on homoiothermy (warm bloodedness) will
create an evolutionary treewhere birds are descendants of bats. In otherwords the
result of the analysis would indicate that reptiles evolved into mammals, certain
mammals specialised for flight and these developed feathers etc. to become birds.
This analysis has been trapped by the pitfall of homoplasy. Homoiothermy and
wings are two characters which have independently evolved in both mammals
and birds (convergence homoplasy). A selection of characters which indicate that
birds and mammals both evolved from reptiles independently from each other
follows:
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• Mammary glands (present only in mammals).
• Egg laying (common to reptiles, birds and two genera of mammals1).
• Gizzard, a part of the digestive system responsible for breaking food down
into smaller pieces (found only in crocodiles and birds).
• Mandibular fenestrum, a hole in the side of the jaw-bone (found only in
crocodiles and birds).
• Large numbers of molecular characters.
Not all cases of homoplasy are as obvious as the examples given above. Their
detection in molecular data becomes especially difficult. High mutation rate and
the small alphabet of nucleotides make the likelihood of random convergence or
reversion homoplasies far greater than with morphological characters. To further
complicate matters, proteins are modular: there are domains common to a wide
variety of proteins. How can the branches of en evolutionary tree be resolved
when the structural constraints on a domain are such that only a few amino acids
are truly free to mutate?
1.2 Molecular phylogenetics
Until the mid 20th century, the classification of organisms was based exclusively
on anatomy and morphology. In the language of genetics, only phenotypic char-
acters (i.e. visible ones) could be compared. Today, with the large amount of
genetic sequence data available in public databases and the relatively low cost of
sequencing, numerical phylogenetics has shifted to molecular characters.
Such a shift has its advantages and its disadvantages. While it is virtually im-
possible to study molecular characters of fossils (extracting DNA from fossils is
highly problematic in the best of cases), their morphological and anatomical char-
acters can readily be compared to those of modern-day organisms. Palaeontology
may give a phylogeneticist direct information on whether a phenotypic charac-
ter’s state is ancestral or derived. On the other hand, the information content
of molecular data and the sheer number of characters available for comparison
make the molecular approach very attractive.
Since 1966, it has been known that genes are basically sequences of molecular
characters which can have four different states: four nucleic bases (two purines
and two pyrimidines). Comparison ofmolecular sequences is easy since problems
typical of morphological data are excluded (e.g. where to draw the line between
‘long legs’ and ‘short legs’).
1If birds had evolved frommarsupials or placentals, this would mean that birds reverted back
to laying eggs.
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1.2.1 Speciation versus gene duplication, orthologous and para-
logous genes
All examples and discussions so far in this chapter have dealt with species trees,
and thus with cladogenesis. As mentionned earlier, phylogenetics also includes
the study of anagenesis. This is only made possible through the use of molecular
data.
A complex organism, endowed with tens of thousands of genes, does not evolve
over night. Its intrinsic genetic complexity is the result of millions of years of
successive gene duplications and more complex rearrangements. After every one
of these events, separate copies of genes had the possibility to evolve and dif-
ferentiate, each in its own direction. The most common outcome is the complete
degeneration of all but one one copy of the gene. On occasion, however, some
selective advantage is gained by having more than one copy and they are main-
tained. Generally in this scenario, each copy ends up fullfilling a slightly different
function and continues to evolve. In the end, each copy becomes an individual
gene in its own right.
Therefore, at the molecular level, evolution leads not only to differences between
the genes of one organism and the homologous genes of another organism, but
also to the divergence of multiple copies of a gene within a single lineage (a gene
family).
With the present abundance of molecular data, genes themselves can be studied
as evolving objects capable of duplication, transformation and disappearance.
There is thus not only an evolutionary tree of the families of living and past
organisms that needs to be reconstituted, but also the evolutionary tree of present
(and possibly past) families of genes.
Since 1970, two terms have been used to distinguish clearly between the two
types of homology that phylogenetics now addresses [Fitch 1970].Orthologs and
paralogs describe related genes that diverged after a speciation event and a gene
duplication event, respectively.
The classic example of paralogous genes is the family of oxygen-transporting
globins (Figure 1.3). Haemoglobins are a complex family of proteins, all of them
descendants by gene duplication from a single ancestor gene which existed some
500 million years ago. Even further back, some 800 million years in the past,
another gene duplication event created a separation between the lineage of myo-
globin and the lineage of the haemoglobins.
Both the pig and the human genomes contain haemoglobin and myoglobin
genes. Pig α-haemoglobin and human β-haemoglobin form a pair of paralog-
ous genes. Basing phylogenetic analysis on this pair would have an evident
impact on the species tree obtained. Given a data set consisting of all the avail-
able α-haemoglobin sequences from tetrapods in which human β-haemoglobin
rather than human α-haemoglobin has inadvertently been included, a phyletic
tree would be produced in which the human species is shown to have diverged
from the pig lineage 500 million years ago instead of a few tens of millions of
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Figure 1.3: Oxygen-transporting globins. Successive gene duplications
have created a diverse gene family. Each gene in the family fulfils a
different function. Haemoglobins transport oxygen in the blood while
myoglobin transports oxygen in muscles.
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Figure 1.4: Orthology versusparalogy. The gene duplication event 500mil-
lion years ago led to the coexistence of two haemoglobin genes: α haemo-
globin and β haemoglobin. Much more recently, a speciation event al-
lowed the primate lineage to diverge from the pig lineage. The speciation
event shows up in the lineages of both α and β haemoglobin.
years ago (follow the path from human β-haemoglobin to pig α-haemoglobin in
figure 1.4).
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However, not all cases of incorrect trees produced through an improper mixture
of orthologs and paralogs are so easy to identify. Nowadayswith the possibility of
downloading huge amounts of molecular data from the sequence databases, with
automatic tools claiming to identify orthologs [Tatusov et al. 2000] and phylogen-
etic studies being published based on unclassified environmental studies [Ley
et al. 2005; Ley et al. 2006; Pons et al. 2006; Robertson et al. 2005], the temptation to
underestimate the problem of paralogy is larger than ever.
1.2.2 Sequence alignment as a homology hypothesis
As with morphological characters, the first step of a phylogenetic analysis based
on molecular data is the selection of comparable characters. Therefore, at the
outset, a hypothesis of homology is made.
Multiple sequence alignments are used to decide which characters will be com-
pared. An example is shown in figure 1.2. Producing these alignments is far from
trivial and a great deal of research has gone into the development of methods
to do so [Edgar 2004; Edgar and Batzoglou 2006; Elias 2006; Gardner et al. 2005;
Just 2001; Katoh et al. 2005; Katoh et al. 2002; Notredame et al. 2000; Notredame
2002; Nuin et al. 2006; Wang and Jiang 1994; Higgins 1994; Thompson et al. 1994].
Descriptions of some of the problems encountered follow:
• Indels: The problem of aligning sequences – in both pairwise and multiple
alignment – boils down to theplacement of gaps or indels. Since the ancestral
sequences are not available, it is difficult to say whether an insertion or a
deletion events took place, so the term indel is used. Phylogenetically, a
column where there is a nucleotide in one sequence and an indel in the
other is analogous to a morphological character which is present in one
species, but not in the other. The problem is that an insertion or deletion
event is not limited to a single site. Several nucleotides may be inserted or
deleted at once so a system is needed to handle consecutive indels.
• Insertions and deletions are not the only evolutionay events which take
place. Complex rearrangements also take place. These are rarely taken into
account by multiple alignment software.
• Once a scoring system for mismatched nucleotides and for indels have been
defined, finding an optimal alignment is an apparently straightforward
mathematical problem.Unfortunately it is anNP-hard one [Elias 2006;Wang
and Jiang 1994]. Computational time and space complexity are on the order
of nm where n is the length of a sequence and m is the number of sequences.
Heuristics are necessary to be able to performmultiple alignments in useful
time, but they all work at the cost of alignment quality.
• Even if the mathematically optimal result has been calculated, it may not
be correct. Unsatisfactory results are often obtained if large portions of a
gene are missing in some of the sequences. The insertion or deletion of
an entire protein domain can lead to prohibitively large penalties which
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would not allow the correct alignment to be found. For this reason, many
phylogeneticists choose to manually review and correct alignments.
• Each dataset has its own supplementary constraints which can be leveraged
to improve alignment, but one tool cannot do all. To name a few: synonym-
ous codons and underlying protein sequence in coding regions, splicing
boundaries in eukaryotic genes, RNA structure in rRNA, regulatory regions
such as promoters, etc.
For a study of the effects of multiple alignment quality on the results of phylo-
genetic analysis, see Ogden and Rosenberg 2006.
1.2.3 Evolutionary time
There are two fundamental ways to measure evolutionary time. The first and
simplest involves using fossil records to date ancestral forms of life. The second
involves an estimation of the total number of mutations which took place at the
most basic molecular level.
Macro-mutations
Macro-mutations are rare, extraordinary events such as changes in the number
of chromosomes. An easily identifiable change of phenotype often results and
therefore, correlation to paleontological time sometimes becomes possible. On
the other hand, such events occur at highly irregular intervals and are therefore
not useful to evaluate time directly.
Micro-mutations and the molecular clock
Micro-mutations are small mutations at the DNA level. They are relatively easily
measured and thus allow for quantitative analysis. This method allows both the
analysis of orthologs and of paralogs. However, the high frequency of micro-
mutations combinedwith the small nucleotide alphabet leads to signal saturation
at large evolutionary distances. After a certain number of mutations, it becomes
impossible to tell exactly howmanymutations took place and therefore how large
the distance between two taxa really is.
A consequence is that the ”molecular clock” in micro-mutation analysis does not
necessarily give an exact timescale. In contrast to the radioactive-decay methods
used to date fossils, no simple formula exists to convert evolutionary distance
into time.
Mutation rates in living cells at their most basic level are fairly constant through-
out time. After taking DNA-repair, differences in generation time and long time
scales into account however, molecular data present a picture of highly hetero-
geneous rates of transformation. Nevertheless, molecular data is more abundant
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than fossil-data and is therefore still the choice of the great majority of modern
phylogeneticists. For a recent review of methods, see Rutschmann 2006.
Terminology
Several similar terms are used in phylogenetic studies to refer to different aspects
of the evolutionary time problem.
Heterogeneous rates of evolution: As explained above, the rate of evolution depends
on the number of mutations which are conserved in a population over time. Al-
though it is impossible to know these rates recisely, they can be approximated
and thus compared to each other. This termmay be applied to lineages or to char-
acters within a single lineage. In this thesis, it is predominantly the heterogeneity
of rates between lineages which is referred to.
Evolutionary distance: This represents the quantity of mutations along a lineage
from an ancestral species to a present day one. When used between two present-
day species, it is the sum of evolutionary distances from each present-day species
to their common ancestor. The concept of evolutionary distance is related to time,
but a conversion to a linear time-scale or to a known duration is not necessarily
made.
Branch length: This term refers to the length of branches in a phylogenetic tree. The
significance of this length can vary depending on the context. For phylogenetic
reconstruction methods, it generally corresponds to the evolutionary distance
between two neighbouring nodes in the tree, to the degree that this distance may
be approximated by the algorithm. In the context of simulated evolution, the tree
is created first and used as a guide for the simulation algorithm. Thus the length of
each branch is precisely known and is used to set the parameters of the simulation
to ensure that the generated data will show the desired evolutionary distance.
1.3 Tree reconstitution
After the preparation of the input data, a reliable method is needed in order to
create a tree from the selected characters. This section discusses some of the most
widespread methods. Many different algorithms exist and explaining them all in
detail is beyond the scope of this document. However, most of the algorithms can
be grouped together into the following three main categories:
• Numerical taxonomic phenetics
• Cladistic maximum parsimony
• Probabilistic methods (sometimes called statistical phylogenetics)
There are methods which fall outside these three categories. For an exhaustive
collection of methods, see Semple and Steel 2003.
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1.3.1 Numerical Taxonomic Phenetics (NTP)
Numerical taxonomic phenetics methods, also called taxometry methods, start
by calculating dissimilarities between taxons. The matrix of character states is
converted into a semi-matrix of dissimilarities.
Rudimentary clustering methods such as UPGMA (‘Unweighted-Pair Group
Method using Arithmetic averages’) [Sokal and Michener 1958] simply cluster
taxons on the basis of their similarity to each other. No phylogenetic hypotheses
– such as the possibility of homoplasy – enter into these methods. Even so, some
of them such asWPGMA (‘Weighted-Pair Group Method using Arithmetic aver-
ages’)) [Sokal andMichener 1958] aremore satisfying fromaphylogenetic point of
view than others (WPGMA is not as highly sensitive to sampling bias as UPGMA
is).
An example of a more sophisticated and more phylogenetically valid method is
Neighbour-Joining (NJ) [Saitou and Nei 1987], which operates on a numerically
derived evolutionary distance. In contrast to rawdissimilarities, this evolutionary
distance tries to satisfy the property of additivity ([AB]+ [BC] = [AC]). For details
on how it is calculated, see chapter 3. NJ is a much studied and widely accepted
method [Bruno et al. 2000; Evans et al. 2006; Kumar and Gadagkar 2000; Levy et al.
2006; Mailund et al. 2006; Pearson et al. 1999; Tamura et al. 2004; Willson 2005],
which takes the heterogeneity of evolutionary rates in different lineages into
account, but it cannot detect homoplasy. Efficient implementations of NJ [Howe
et al. 2002; Mailund and Pedersen 2004] and even faster implementations of NJ
variants exist [Elias and Lagergren 2005; Sheneman et al. 2006].
The Neighbor-Joining algorithm
The NJ algorithm is based on the following “four-point” property. Given a tree
with additive distances and four leaves A, B, C & D, of the three possible sums of
distances pairs DAB +DCD, DAC +DBD and DAD +DBC, two must be equal and the
third must be smaller than the other two (see figure 1.5). For more details on the
NJ algorithm, see appendix A.
Artefacts
Not only do NTP methods fail to allow for homoplasy; most of them also tend to
draw together slowly-evolving lineages, while moving quickly-evolving lineages
to a basal (external or peripheral) position. Figure 1.6 shows a hypothetical evol-
utionary tree and an attempt to reconstruct the same tree by a simple clustering
NTP method. The dissimilarity between b and c is small, since both have evolved
slowly from their common ancestor at the root of the tree. However, b is more
closely related to a than it is to c, even though the dissimilarity is greater. NTP
methods, with the notable exception of NJ, fail to detect this and place b and c as
though they were very closely related.
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Figure 1.5: The Neighbor-Joining algorithm is based on the “four-points
property”, which can be stated as follows. For any four-leaf tree with
additive distances, of the three possible sums of distance pairs, two must
be equal and the third must be smaller than the other two.
True
a
c
b
d
NTP
a
c
b
d
Figure 1.6: A true evolutionary tree with heterogeneous rates of evolution
between branches and an attempt at reconstruction by a simple clustering
NTP method.
1.3.2 Cladistic Maximum Parsimony (CMP) methods
Cladistic Maximum Parsimony (CMP) and Characters Compatibility (CC) meth-
ods explicitly reconstruct ancestral states of characters. CMP methods search for
the MP (Maximum Parsimony or Most Parsimonious) tree(s) which minimise(s)
the sum S of absolute dissimilarities between all pairs of adjacent nodes of the
tree2.
CC methods proceed in roughly the same manner, but they look for the global
MP tree(s) that can account for the largest clique (or set) of characters without
having to resort to any hypothesis of homoplasy.
Common parsimony programmes include PAUP* [Swofford 2003], TNT [Meier
and Ali 2005] and MEGA [Kumar et al. 2004]. Parsimony methods are generally
much slower than NTP methods, mainly due to the heuristic search methods
2Note that a node is only adjacent to its direct ancestor and to its direct descendants. Since the
dissimilarity in NTP methods is calculated between pairs of terminal taxa, which can never be
adjacent, the values of an NTP dissimilarity semi-matrix are never used in CMP.
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used.
Artefacts
A clado-phylogram generated by a CMP or CC method is not necessarily a good
indicator of true evolutionary rates. Two lineages [AD] and [AE] (Figure 1.7) could
have evolved at precisely the same rate since they diverged from their cenancestor
A, but if one lineage [AD] has more internal nodes along the path from node A to
the leaf D, its total length will inevitably tend to be larger than the total length of
lineage [AE]. The tree correctly indicates that the rate of transformation is higher
in branch [BD] than it is in branch [BC], but branches [AC] and [AD] are not
directly comparable to branch [AE].
A
B
C
D
E
Figure 1.7: An example of a CMP tree. Since there are more nodes along
the path [AC] than along the path [AE], the tree should not be used to
compare the rates of evolution of the lineages leading to C and to E
The effect is the same as in a small scale (or low resolution) map. The roads are
present on this map. When switching to a larger scale map (or one with a higher
resolution), more and more curves in the road become apparent. Measuring the
length of a road on both maps will give different results and the one with more
detail will invariably give a larger result. The road cannot become ‘straighter’ as
we increase the resolution. The same holds true for CMP analysis. Since the states
of all characters at the internal nodes are reconstructed, the more nodes on a path,
the more precise the measured evolutionary distance will become. As precision
grows, the result can only become larger. Thus, comparing two branches with a
differing number of nodes along each one is like measuring two roads on maps
of different resolutions.
Another, more subtle effect is long-branch attraction [Bergsten 2005; Felsenstein
1978a]. When two ormore lineages evolve rapidly, the probability of convergence
arising by pure chance increases. This effect is amplified by the small alphabet
size of nucleotide sequences. The most parsimonious scenario may thus involve
a common ancestor exibiting the character states common to the rapidly evolving
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lineages. The overall effect is that rapidly evolving lineages – or long branches in
the tree – tend to be placed close to each other. Long-branch attraction may be
avoided by adding taxons which are related to those wich have evolved rapidly
in order to break up the long branches.
1.3.3 Probabilistic Methods
Probabilistic, or statistical phylogenetics, methods explicitly define a probabilistic
model of phylogenesis. At a minimum, each character is attributed a matrix
of probability for transformation from one state to another [Yang 1994]. More
complex models include variations of mutation rates between sites, explicitly
modeled insertion/deletion events [Blanchette et al. 2004; Ma et al. 2006] and even
horizontal gene transfer3 [Jin et al. 2006; Nakhleh et al. 2003; Stavrinides and
Guttman 2004].
It is then possible to estimate the likelihood of an evolutionary scenario of trans-
formation of the characters from root to leaves for any conceivable tree (topology
and branch lengths). Two main classes of algorithms are then used to evalu-
ate the likelihood of a given tree. Firstly maximum-likelihood (ML) methods
which are generally combined with more or less straightforward hill-climbing
algorithms. The second class relies on a Bayesian framework and is coupled
with Markov-chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithms. On occasion, Metropolis-
coupled Markov-chain Monte-Carlo (MC3) methods are used. For a detailed re-
view of these methods, their advantages and drawbacks, see Holder and Lewis
2003.
Using a probabilistic model has many advantages. Heterogeneous rates of evol-
ution between branches and between sites as well as homoplasy are dealt with
explicitly because they are inherent in themodels. Statistical evaluation of the res-
ults is simple, because the probability of the best calculated tree actually having
arisen under the chosen model of evolution can be given directly. Furthermore,
probabilistic methods can be used to verify whole new classes of hypotheses,
which are beyond the scope of classicmethods.Whichmodel of evolution best fits
the data? Does the data fit a model of evolution which allows for recombination?
If so, which parts of the sequence underwent recombination? All these questions
become possible because likelihoods under various models can be compared and
models can be optimized for the dataset being studied. On the down-side, model-
based methods generally are very computationally intensive, and – as for CPM
methods – no guarantee can be given that the heuristics used have actually found
the best tree [Felsenstein 1978a]. Indeed, consecutive runs of the same program on
the same datamay yield quite different results. Also, caremust be taken regarding
the duality between model improvement and tree reconstruction. Often, exactly
the same datasets are used in both steps, making over-fitting a potential problem.
Popular maximum-likelihood methods include PHYML [Guindon and Gascuel
3Horizontal gene transfer is the exchange of genetic information through means other than
simple heredity. This usually involves transposable elements, bacteria or viruses. The result is a
reticulate phylogenetic network which is no longer a tree.
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2003], Tree-Puzzle [Schmidt et al. 2002] and RAxML [Stamatakis et al. 2005;
Stamatakis 2006]. Themost commonsoftwareusingbayesianmethods isMrBayes [Ron-
quist and Huelsenbeck 2003]. More exotic programmes exist, which can for in-
stance perform phylogenetic reconstruction and sequence alignment simultan-
eously [Suchard and Redelings 2006].
Due to the complexity of computing the likelihood function, probabilisticmethods
are generally considerably slower than parsimony methods.
1.3.4 Searching for the optimal tree
Of the abovementionnedmethods, only simple clusteringmethods andNeighbor
Joining give a tree structure directly. The remaining methods primarily score a
given tree and use some form of search algorithm to find the tree with the best
score. Several approaches are possible. The conceptually simplest approach is to
perform a brute-force search in which every conceivable tree topology is tested.
Unfortunately, this rapidly becomes unfeasible as the number of taxons increases.
The number of phylogenetic trees
The number of strictly bifurcating unrooted tree topologies B for s leaves can
be calculated according to a simple formula [Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1967;
Felsenstein 1978b]:
B(s) =
s∏
t=3
(2t − 5) = (2s − 5)!
2s−4(s − 4)! (1.1)
From a topological point of view, the root of the tree can be considered as an
additional leaf. Thus, the number of rooted tree topologies Br is given by:
Br(s) =
s+1∏
t=3
(2t − 5)
Br(s) =
s∏
t=2
(2(t + 1) − 5)
=
s∏
t=2
(2t − 3) = (2s − 3)!
2s−2(s − 2)! (1.2)
This is the same as the simplemultiplication of odd numbers shown in table 1.1. It
is quite clear that performing an exhaustive search of all possible tree topologies
for a dataset containing more than 12–13 leaves is not a realistic approach, even
with modern computers.
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s B(s) — Br(t) t
3 1 = 1 2
4 1 × 3 = 3 3
5 1 × 3 × 5 = 15 4
6 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 = 105 5
7 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 = 945 6
8 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 = 10′395 7
9 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 × 13 = 135′135 8
10 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 × 13 × 15 = 2′027′025 9
11 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 × 13 × 15 × 17 = 34′459′425 10
12 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 × 13 × 15 × 17 × 19 = 654′729′075 11
13 1 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 9 × 11 × 13 × 15 × 17 × 19 × 21 = 13′749′310′575 12
· · · · · · = · · · · · ·
Table 1.1: Number of strictly bifurcating tree topologies. B: number of unrooted
trees; Br: number of rooted trees; s, t: number of sequences or taxons compared.
Branch-and-bound
A clever algorithm called branch-and-bound is able to reduce the search-space
and still guarantee that the globally best tree will be found.
The search space of all possible phylogenetic trees can be represented in the fom
of a decision tree (see figure 1.8). There is only one possible topology for a three-
taxon tree. Thus, if taxons are added one by one to a phylogenetic tree, after
the tree has reached a size of three taxons, a decision must be made where to
place each consecutive taxon as it is added. This process is mirrored by a path
from root to leaf in the decision tree. Each internal node of the tree (including
the root) represents a decision where to place the next taxon in the phylogenetic
tree. Depending on the chosen position, the corresponding branch in the decision
tree is followed. Thus the leaves of the decision tree represent all possible tree
topologies.
Since the addition of additional taxons to a partial tree, can only make the tree
longer (and thus decrease the score), a lower bound for tree score is given by the
score of a partial tree corresponding to an internal node of the decision tree. If
this score is already worse than that of the best complete tree found so far, the
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Figure 1.8: The branch-and-bound algorithm. The leaves of this decision
tree represent all possible complete phylogenetic tree topologies with 5
taxons. The internal nodes represent incomplete phylogenetic tree topo-
logies. The left subtree has already been explored and an optimal tree
length of 50 has been found (shorter is better). Since the partial topology
represented by the node in the center of the figure already has a length of
54, the entire subtree (of the decision tree) can only contain tree topolo-
gies with lengths greater than 54. Since the best complete tree so far has a
length of 50, it is not necesary to calculate the length of the phylogenetic
tree topology at each of the five leaves in the central part of the decision
tree.
sub-tree of the decision tree can be eliminated from the search-space in a single
step.
Heuristic methods
Branch-and-bound is able to increase themaximumnumber of taxons to 20. Once
this threshold is passed, heuristic methods become necessary. Heuristic methods
do not search the entire search space, but nevertheless attempt to find the glob-
ally best tree. The methods used range from simple hill-climbing optimization
approaches to the complexMCMC andMC3 algorithms. All approaches are how-
ever somewhat sensitive to local optima and no guarantee can be given that the
best tree is indeed found.
Heuristic methods must be able to search through parts of the solution space
efficiently. Creating a decision tree as for the branch-and-bound algorithm is no
longer possible. Therefore tree rearrangement techniques are used to modify a
given tree in order to optimise it.
Details of a rapid maximum-likelihood method: RAxML
RAxML is one of the fastest probabilistic methods available to date. It uses a com-
bination of specially designed heuristics and simple programme optimisation.
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More specifically [Stamatakis 2006]:
• Efficient storage of intermediate solutions (topologies and branch lengths)
using rearrangement operators.
• Use of lazy subtree rearrangement (LSR). This is a technique which avoids
having to recalculate the complete likelihood function after tree rearrange-
ment.
• Dynamic adaptation of rearrangement distance. The LSR technique allows
larger and smaller degrees of change during tree rearrangement. This para-
meter is optimised at the beginning of the search.
• Low level optimisations of the likelihood functions for several models of
evolution.
• Efficient implementation of a CMP method to create a starting tree for the
maximum-likelihood search.
Creating consensus trees
Often, when searching for the ‘best tree’, a number of equally good trees are
found. This is especially true for CMP andCC analyses executed on largemolecu-
lar datasets where several most parsimonious (MP) trees may suggest completely
contradictory evolutionary scenarios. When there are too many MP trees, it be-
comes necessary to create a consensus tree. This can be done by drawing a tree
containing only the branches common to a certain percentage of MP trees. When
the percentage is 50%, 66.6% or 100% the consensus is referred to as majority
consensus, semi-strict consensus and strict consensus respectively. Somewhat
more complicated consensus definitions such as the Adams consensus4 exist. An
example of consensus trees is shown in figure 1.9.
1.3.5 Estimating tree robustness
Because probabilistic methods are based on a probabilistic model, it is possible to
analyse the validity of a result statistically. The ability to do so is not inherent to
the other methods. However, if the assumption is made that all characters evolve
independently of each other and that they all follow the same law of distribution
(which need not be known), it is still possible to apply statistics to their outcome.
Some characters are under more selective pressure than others in evolution. A
mutation in one region of a gene may result in a complete rearrangement of the
three dimensional structure of a protein; whereas in another region it could have a
biochemically negligible effect such as the change of a single amino acid in a loop
4Each tree to be included in the consensus is traced from the root to the leaves, and at each
bifurcation the two sub-sets of terminal taxa are determined. If there is an overlap of these subsets
in all MP trees, then it is retained in the Adams consensus.
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Figure 1.9: Tree III is the strict consensus of trees I and II, tree IV is the
Adams consensus of trees I and II.
structure. But the correct weighting for characters cannot be known. Therefore, a
large number of random weighting schemes are tested. If phylogenetic analysis
is performed with each of the weighting schemes and the same tree is produced
each time, a high degree of confidence can be attributed to the result. On the other
hand, if changing a single weight completely alters the outcome, care should be
taken when interpretating the results.
How then is this random weighting done? The simplest technique is called jack-
knife. For a dataset containing n characters, n trees are calculated by eliminating
each character in turn from the original dataset. In other words, the weight of
a single character is set to 0 in each dataset and all other characters are given
identical weights. The fraction of jack-knife trees that are identical to the global
tree solution is given.
A slightly more complicated, but far more effective technique is called bootstrap.
Here a large number of artificial datasets are created, typically 100 or more. Each
artificial or ‘bootstrap’ dataset is created by drawing n characters randomly from
the original dataset of size n, with replacement. This way, some characters may
be drawn several times, while others are not drawn at all. Bootstrap trees are
subsequently calculated for each bootstrap dataset. Then, for each branch of the
original tree in turn (the one obtained with the original dataset), the bootstrap
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proportion of that branch is calculated as the percentage of bootstrap trees which
contain the branch. The bootstrap proportion may be considered a measure of
confidence in the branch. The confidence level can therefore vary throughout the
tree.
There are othermethods of testing the robustness of individual branches, but they
are specific to a certain reconstruction technique. MCMC methods for instance
test many intermediate trees during their search phase. It is possible to benefit
from these intermediate trees in order to obtain confidence levels for individual
branches of the final phylogenetic tree. Since the sample of intermediate trees
is however strongly autocorrelated, much larger samples are requires than for
boot-strap methods [Holder and Lewis 2003].
Similarly, in CMP and CC a method called branch-decay can be used. As with
Bayesian methods, large numbers of trees are calculated while the solution space
is explored. Since tree length in CMP methods is defined as the minimal number
of mutations in a given topology, the result will always be an integer. Likewise, in
CCmethods, the size of the largest clique will always be an integer. Thus in these
methods, if intermediary trees are not immediately discarded, a strict consensus
tree can be produced for the trees which are just one unit less than optimal (longer
for CMP, smaller clique for CC)5. Any Branch of the final tree which disappears in
the consensus is considered a weak branch and given a decay factor of one. This
method can be extended for trees which are z units less than optimal, yielding
branches with a decay factor of z. A high decay factor indicates a high confidence
level.
1.4 Uses of phylogenetics in molecular biology
In this section we will shed some light on the role of phylogenetics in molecular
biology and genomics.
1.4.1 Prediction of gene function
The most obvious use of phylogenetics is in predicting gene function. With the
sequencing of the human genome, and many other genomes, focus is shifting
towards the identification of genes and the determination of gene function.While
gene functionwas often known at the time of sequencing before the large genome
projects began, today many sequences are only surmised to be genes due to the
structure of their sequence and functions are attributed by comparisonwith genes
in other species.
Given a recent gene duplication, even if one copy has degenerated and lost its
function, it will still have a gene-like structure. Gene identification algorithms
will classify it as a novel gene and automatic systems will attempt to determine
5There is no need to keep all intermediary trees in memory till the end of the search. Since a
strict consensus is used, only the preliminary consensus tree for each score needs to be conserved.
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its function. It is only by creating a phylogenetic tree of the gene-family, that the
error can be detected. Furthermore, since after gene duplication constraints on the
non-functional copy are virtually non-existant, this copywill evolvemore rapidly
than a functional one. It is therefore important to use robust tree reconstruction
methods. A simple NTP clustering method will not give a useful result.
If on the other hand, an attempt is made to determine the function of a gene by
analogy to genes in another organism without creating a detailed phylogenetic
tree beforehand, problems will also arise. One such method of function attribu-
tion called COG (Cluster of Orthologous Genes) [Tatusov et al. 2000] proceeds
as follows. Gene X from species 1 and gene Y from species 2 are considered or-
thologous if X has a higher similarity to Y than to any other gene from species 2
and vice versa. In other words the top scoring match in a blast search of X against
known sequences in species 2 returns Y at the top of the list and a blast search of
Y against all known sequences from species 1 returns X at the top of the list. Once
genes are considered orthologous, their functions are deemed to be similar and
the unknown gene can be attributed its putative function.
This process is fundamentally flawed. Inferring orthology on the sole criterion of
highest degree of similarity is not possible. If two paralogous genes are present in
an ancestor and a different one of the pair is deleted in each of two descendants, it
is likeley that the COGmethodwill show the two surviving genes to be orthologs.
This is a best-case scenario, in the sense thatdatasets are considered tobe complete.
If one of the genomes has not been completely sequenced, matters are still worse
since the real orthologmay be present in the genome but absent from the database.
The only way to resolve the issue of orthology is to create a phylogenetic tree of
a gene-family with a maximum number of different species present. While two
descendants of a given ancestor may each contain one copy of a pair of paralogs,
it is likely that both paralogs will have survived in a third or fourth species.
1.4.2 New directions in phylogenetics
The diminishing cost of sequencing and the ever greater availability of molecular
sequence data is leading to a number of novel approaches in phylogenetics. Here
is a list of just a few new directions being explored:
• With the sequencing of complete genomes, phylogenetics is able to take a
totally new direction. Evolution of complete genomes can be studied. The
presence or absence of complete (orthologous) genes can be considered a
phylogenetic character. Matrices of presence/absence of genes can be used
as input for phylogenetic analysis [Dessimoz et al. 2005].
• Studieshaveattempted to reconstruct largeportionsof ancestral genomes [Blanchette
et al. 2004; Ma et al. 2006].
• Large-scale sequencing of key genes from unclassified microorganisms has
lead to phylogenetic studies inwhich sequences are not attributed to specific
species. Rather, a threshold of sequence identity is used to classify sequences
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into “species” before phylogenetic reconstruction begins [Pons et al. 2006].
This approach may lead to rapid surveys of ecosystems if sequences attib-
uted to known species are added to the dataset, or may yield estimates of
biodiversity. For microorganisms the major advantage of such techniques
lies in the fact that unculturable species are included [Ley et al. 2005; Ley
et al. 2006; Robertson et al. 2005].
• Inclusion of allelic variation in large-scale phylogenetic studies (such data
is normally used in population studies) [Joly and Bruneau 2006].
1.4.3 Very large trees
The number of taxons included in some of the largest phylogenetic studies to
date range in the thousands [Ley et al. 2005; Ley et al. 2006; Robertson et al.
2005]. The next chapter described the Anaˆtaxis algorithm, whose development
and validation is the subject of this thesis. One of the aims of the Anaˆtaxis is to
provide a tool for handling such large data-sets in useful time. Anaˆtaxis could
be considered an NTP method, since it works on a pairwise dissimilarity matrix.
However, unlike existing NTP methods, it takes both heterogeneous rates of
evolution between branches and homoplasy into account.
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The Anaˆtaxis algorithm
Bittar published a description of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm in 2002. However, some
aspects of the algorithm remained undefined in that version. This chapter com-
pletes the definition of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm and discusses one of its main
assumptions: that homoplasy and heterogeneous rates of evolution (between
branches) may be treated independently of each other.
2.1 Overview
The input for the Anaˆtaxis algorithm is an outgroup and a matrix of pairwise
dissimilarities between taxons (for pseudo-code see Appendix B). An outgroup
is a taxon or group of taxons known to be phyletically outside the ingroup of tax-
ons being analysed. From an evolutionary point of view, it should be as close as
possible to the ingroup to ensure good comparability while still being sufficiently
distant to guarantee that it is not a member of the ingroup. Anaˆtaxis may take a
single taxon or a tree structure of several taxons as the outgroup. While methods
like NJ attempt to transform pairwise dissimilarities into additive distances prior
to tree resolution (thus accounting for multiple mutations under a specific model
of evolution), Anaˆtaxis can work directly on non-additive distances such as dis-
similarities. Contrary to other deterministic methods such as NJ, Anaˆtaxis also
allows for error margins in the dissimilarity matrix and can even benefit from this
information.
The algorithm recursively divides the ingroup to form a tree structure. Although
this may sound similar to common clustering techniques, our method does not
assume ultrametricity. Each division in Anaˆtaxis consists of two major steps: the
evolutionary normalisation of the dissimilarity matrix, and ingroup division. The
normalisation method directly addresses the problem of heterogeneous rates of
evolution betweenbranches; the division stepuses the values from the normalised
matrix to calculate the tree topology in such a way as to avoid homoplasy-related
errors.
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2.2 Normalisation
The normalisation step performs a correction on the values of the dissimilarity
matrix in order to avoid the drawing together of slowly evolving lineages often
found in NTP methods (see figure 1.6). This is done by using information on the
rates of evolution in the ingroup obtained byusing the outgroup as an external ref-
erence. The comparison of dissimilarities between the outgroup and the ingroup
members gives an estimation of the relative speeds at which each ingroup mem-
ber evolved from the closest common ancestor (cenancestor) of both ingroup and
outgroup. This information is used by the algorithm to correct the intra-ingroup
dissimilarities. The procedure takes the evolutionary rate of each lineage from the
cenancestor to the leaf into account; consequently, no knowledge of the internal
tree structure of the ingroup is required (see Figure 2.1). Initially, normalisation
is performed on the complete ingroup using an outgroup provided by the user.
However, as the algorithm progresses and attempts to resolve branches closer to
the leaves of the tree, closer andmore pertinent sub-outgroups are determined by
the algorithm and used to calculate more finely-corrected normalised matrices.
No errors are accumulated in the process since each normalisation is performed
on the original dissimilarities.
Figure 2.1: The topology of the ingroup is not known, however the dis-
similarities between the ingroupmembers and the outgroup (O−A,O−B
and O − C) give us information on the rates of evolution of the lineages
within the ingroup {A,B,C}. The pairwise dissimilarities within the in-
group (A − B,A − C,B − C) can therefore be normalised to correct for
heterogeneous rates of evolution between lineages, even if the topology
of the ingroup is unknown.
If the outgroupO has severalmembers, theweighted average of dissimilarityDiO,
for each ingroup member i, is calculated according to the inner branching of the
outgroup tree. E.g. given the outgroup tree (a, (b, c)), and the ingroup member i:
DiO =
Dia +
Dib+Dic
2
2
=
1
2
Dia +
1
4
Dib +
1
4
Dic
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Themedian1 (Med) over allDiO values is calculated. Then, a corrective factor (diff i)
is calculated for each ingroup member i by subtracting its DiO fromMed. Finally,
the normalised pairwise dissimilarity between two ingroup members i and j is
given by:
D′i, j = Di, j + diff i + diff j
See figure 2.1 for a graphical representation of diff i.
2.3 Ingroup division
The second major step of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm, ingroup division, deals with
homoplasy. In this ingroup division step, all possible groups of three taxons
(triplets) from the ingroup are analysed separately. If there is homoplasy between
two taxons i and j of a triplet, the normalised dissimilarityD′i, j will appear smaller
than it should. However, this will only lead to an error in the analysis of triplet
{i, j, k} if D′i, j, D′i,k and D′j,k are numerically similar. Since there are n − 2 triplets
containing i and j (where n is the size of the outgroup) and the dissimilarities in a
matrix will show quite some vriation2, the probability of erroneously interpreting
a large portion of the n − 2 triplets affected by a case of homoplasy is small. In
order to take advantage of this statistical effect, the same weight is given to each
group of three in the overall analysis.
The algorithm for this step is as follows.Aweightedundirectedgraph is generated
from the ingroup, with each ingroup member represented by a node. The graph
edges are generated by analysing the ingroupmembers three by three. For any set
of three ingroupmembers {i, j, k}, there are three normalised dissimilarities which
fit one of the following sets of inequalities3:
D′i j  D′jk ≈ D′ik (2.1)
D′i j  D′jk  D′ik (2.2)
D′i j ≈ D′jk  D′ik (2.3)
D′i j ≈ D′jk ≈ D′ik (2.4)
1If we were to use some value other than the median as our reference, the outcome would be
the same as adding a constant to all normalised dissimilarities. If simple dissimilarity values are
used, this has no effect on the second step of the algorithm. However, if dissimilarities are given
with a margin of error, the significance of the reference to which values are normalised depends
on the exact handling of the error-margins during normalisation and during value comparisons
in the second step. The median is less sensitive to outliers than the average and was therefore
considered to be themore prudent choice. This iswhy itwas retained despite the resulting increase
in computational cost.
2If the values in a dissimilarity matrix are uniform, it is clear that the data do not contain any
phylogenetic information
3Dissimilarities are defined with an error margin. Accordingly, ‘’ means “clearly smaller
than” and ‘≈’ means “approximately equal to”.
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Tree for (2.1) and (2.2). Tree for (2.4)
Two possible trees for (2.3)
Figure 2.2: Tree topologies corresponding to the four sets of inequalities
(2.1 – 2.4). Homoplasy will cause normalised dissimilarities to vary from
the ultrametric ideal shown in the trees.
The first two inequalities correspond to the dissimilarities in a given rooted, bi-
furcating tree with three leaves, while the third inequality is ambiguous in that
it fits two such trees (see Figure 2.2). The last inequality corresponds to an un-
resolved trichotomy. The inequality which best fits each possible combination of
three ingroup-members is determined and edge weights are then added accord-
ing to which two taxons are closest together in the corresponding tree. Thus, in
cases (2.1) and (2.2) one edge (here edgei, j) is incremented by 1; in the case of (2.3),
the corresponding weight in each of the two possible trees is incremented by 12
(in this case edgei, j and edge j,k) and finally in the case of (2.4) all three edges are
incremented by 13 (in this case edgei, j, edge j,k and edgei,k).
Finally, if the resulting graph is connected, edge weights are uniformly eroded
(∀ edge,
weight −= min(edgeweight))4 until it breaks into two or more subgraphs. For
4In computer science, the operators −= and += are used to signify incrementation and derce-
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each subgraph in turn, a subtree is added to the current node of the final tree.
The structure of this subtree is given by a recursive call to the two steps of nor-
malisation and ingroup division. The new ingroup consists of the taxons within
the current subgraph, while the outgroup structure is given by further recursive
erosion of the remaining subgraphs. See figure 2.3.
From a purely technical point of view, testing the exact identity of dissimilarities
may have little meaning (e.g. floating-point numbers). Furthermore, biologically,
dissimilarity data should not be considered to have absolute precision. Therefore,
dissimilarities should ideally include a margin of error or uncertainty. For details
on possible types of uncertainty, including the ones we have implemented, refer
to section 3.3.
mentation of a variable respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Ingroup division step and the growth of the Anaˆtaxis tree
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2.4 Theoretical analysis of the combined effects of
homoplasy and heterogeneous rates of evolution
between branches
One of the fundamental assumptions made by the Anaˆtaxis algorithm is that the
problems of homoplasy and of heterogeneous rates of evolution among branches
can be dealt with independently of each other. This is of course a simplification
whose effects must be understood. A detailed qualitative discussion of the pos-
sible problems arising from this simplification follows. Since normalisation and
thus the correction for disparate rates of evolution among branches is dealt with
before homoplasy is addressed, the effects of homoplasy on the normalisation
step are discussed for two possible scenarios. One in which there is homoplasy
between members of the ingroup, and one in which homoplasy between the
ingroup and the outgroup leads to incorrect normalisation. The effects of the
incorrect normalisation and thus the residual effects of the heterogeneous rates
of evolution on the ingroup-division step and its ability to resolve homoplasy
are discussed in both scenarios. In the complete absence of homoplasy and with
strictly bifurcating trees, the only possible set of inequalities for any group of
three is (2.1), all the others are the results of homoplasy, thus the scenarios below
only include this set of inequalities.
2.4.1 Homoplasy within the ingroup
If there is homoplasy between twomembers a and b of the ingroup, normalisation
will nevertheless progress successfully. Normalisation will correct the observed
dissimilarity Da,b for heterogeneous rates of evolution, but the normalised dis-
similarity D′a,b will still appear smaller than it should because of the homoplasy.
During analysis of the groups of three in the ingroup division step this may give
rise to two scenarios:
1. Without homoplasy, D′a,b would be the smallest in the group of three norm-
alised dissimilarities:
D′a,b  D′a,c ≈ D′b,c
In this case, if Da,b is made smaller by homoplasy, D′a,b will also be smaller
than it should. However, the dissimilarities will continue to fit the same set
of inequalities, and thus homoplasy between the two phyletically closest
ingroup members will not affect the analysis of the group of three.
2. Without homoplasy, D′a,b would not be the smallest in the group of three:
D′b,c  D′a,b ≈ D′a,c
Again, if Da,b is made smaller by homoplasy, D′a,b will also be smaller than
it should. This time a shift to a different inequality will take place. For de-
tails see table 2.1. It is therefore possible that homoplasy within the ingroup
will cause the edges of the graph to be incorrectly incremented. If the in-
group is large however, the effect will not be statistically significant. Only
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an extremely strong homoplasy in a dissimilarity matrix with many similar
values will lead to a significant number of incorrectly identified group of
three.
2.4.2 Homoplasy between the outgroup and the ingroup
If there is homoplasy between a member a of the ingroup and one or several
members of the outgroup O, normalisation will not progress successfully. The
weighted average of observed dissimilaritiesDa,O will be made smaller by the ho-
moplasy. This in turn will lead to an exaggeration of diff a and thus, all normalised
dissimilarities involving awill be too big. Again, two scenarios are possible:
1. Without homoplasy, ingroupmember awouldbe an endpoint of the smallest
normalised dissimilarity in the group of three:
D′a,b  D′b,c ≈ D′a,c
If a and at least one member of the outgroup are homoplasic, all dissimilar-
ities involving a will be incorrectly normalised, giving them larger values.
Once again a shift to a different set of inequalities is possible (see table 2.2).
Here also, the statistical significance of a single misidentified group of three
is small when the ingroup is large. A very strong case of homoplasy in con-
junction with a large number of similar values in the normalised matrix are
necessary for the homoplasy to have an impact on the final result.
2. Without homoplasy, ingroup member a would not be an endpoint of the
smallest normalised dissimilarity in the group of three:
D′b,c  D′a,b ≈ D′a,c
In this case, both normalised dissimilarities involving a are equal. If a shows
homoplasy with the outgroup, the normalisation of both Da,b and Da,c is
affected in the same way by the incorrect Da,O value. D′a,b and D
′
a,c will thus
remain equal to each other and greater than D′b,c. Therefore, there will be no
effect on the analysis of the groups of three.
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Chapter 3
Dissimilarity calculation
As described in the previous chapter, Anaˆtaxis takes a pairwise dissimilarity
matrix and an outgroup tree-structure as input. This chapter gives background
information including the difference between corrected distances and rawdissim-
ilarities. The reasonwhyAnaˆtaxis can function on raw dissimilarities is discussed
and various dissimilarity calculation methods chosen for use with Anaˆtaxis are
detailed.
Anaˆtaxis has the additional advantage of being able to use dissimilarities which
contain uncertainty (error margins). The second part of this chapter explores the
potential of this ability and explains the details of its implementation.
3.1 Background
The most elementary form of dissimilarity is a simple count of the differences
between two sequences. This is frequently referred to as a raw dissimilarity. Most
distance-based phylogenetic reconstruction methods do not perform well when
using such raw dissimilarities and require some form of correction to be applied
with the aim of converting them into additive distances. The idea of this corrective
procedure is to account for multiple mutations at the same site. These encompass
both multiple changes such as A → C → T and reversions such as A → C → A.
The earliest such method was the Jukes-Cantor correction [Jukes and Cantor
1969], proposed in 1969. It made the assumption that all nucleotide substitutions
are equally probable and that the frequencies of all four bases are identical. In 1980,
Kimura extended the method to allow for unequal rates of transitions and trans-
versions leading to the K80 model [Kimura 1980]. In 1981, Felsenstein proposed a
maximum-likelihood approach and a model allowing for unequal nucleotide fre-
quencies (F81) [Felsenstein 1981]. In 1985, Hasegawa, Kishino andYano combined
themodels of Felsenstein andKimura to create theHKY85model [Hasegawa et al.
1985]. There has been a steady refinement of the models and hence of distance
calculation methods since. Most methods no longer apply corrections to a raw
dissimilarity, rather, they perform calculations directly on sequence data. The
Jukes-Cantor correction however, remains a valid example to describe the gen-
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eral manner in which these distances differ from raw dissimilarities.
Jukes and Cantor state that the mean cumulative number of mutations (µ) in
two diverging branches at a site in the sequence, and the fraction of observed
residues which differ in the two terminal nodes (dissimilarity p), are related by
the following equation:
µ =
3
4
ln
(
3
3 − 4p
)
(3.1)
If in addition the assumption of a molecular clock (a stable frequencey of muta-
tions ofer time) is made, this implies that the corrected distance increases linearly
with time (since two sequences began to diverge) and hence the claim is often
made that the Jukes-Cantor correction leads to additive distances.
It is possible to transform (3.1) into a form that gives a direct correction of the raw
dissimilarities:
DJC = −n 34 ln
(
1 − 4
3
× Draw
n
)
(3.2)
WhereDJC is the corrected distance, n is the number of characters (or the number
of sites compared between two sequences) and Draw is the non-normalised raw
dissimilarity. This equation is valid for nucleotide sequences and does not account
for indels. A more general form can be given:
DJC = −n U − 1U ln
(
1 − U
U − 1 ×
Draw
n
)
(3.3)
Where U is the alphabet or universe of character states (e.g. 4 for nucleotides
without indels).
A plot of this function is shown in figure 3.1. It is immediately apparent that the
Jukes-Cantor correction is a monotonically increasing function and thus has no
effect on the ordering relationship of two raw dissimilarities. Because Anaˆtaxis
has its own inherent way of dealing with homoplasies and with varying rates of
evolution (and thus takes into account both reversions andmultiple changes), and
because it works predominantly by analysing ordering relationships, the dissim-
ilarities used as input for Anaˆtaxis need not necessarily be corrected. Themethods
of dissimilarity calculation used by Anaˆtaxis can therefore be very simple.
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Figure 3.1: Plot of the Jukes-Cantor distance correction function. This
function corrects simple counts of differences between two sequences
(raw dissimilarities) for the possibility of multiple mutations at the same
site. As with all simple distance correction methods, it is a monotonically
increasing function. As the dissimilarity approaches 3/4, the expected
value for random data, the Jukes-Cantor distance tends towards infinity.
3.2 Methods used with Anaˆtaxis
Anaˆtaxis is not restricted to a particular type of input data. Depending on the
type of data, the dissimilarity calculation method will however vary. For this
reason, several methods from various categories have been chosen as an initial
toolbox to be implemented alongside Anaˆtaxis. First of all, a universal method
is given, which will function with any type of data. For nucleotide data, a set of
straightforward dissimilarity types based on the IUB1 one letter codes for ambigu-
ous nucleotides, with varying degrees of stringency regarding data quality were
defined. Finally, in order to allow comparison with distance-based methods such
as NJ and in order to allow phylogenetic reconstruction from protein sequences,
two extant distance calculation methods were chosen.
1International Union of Biochemistry
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3.2.1 Universal dissimilarity calculation methods
The simplest form of dissimilarity calculation is the Hamming distance as it is
defined in information theory. Between two strings of equal length, this distance is
the number of positions for which the corresponding symbols are different [Ham-
ming 1950]. This principle is directly applicable to molecular sequence data. It
corresponds to a scoring matrix with ones everywhere except on the diagonal,
where all values are zero. The use of this method is not limited to molecular
sequence data, but can be applied to any for of data represented as strings of
characters.
Sequence 1 ACW TGA GCA ACT TAC GTC --- ---
Sequence 2 ACT TGC GTA TAT TAC CTC AC- ---
Different? 001 001 010 110 000 100 110 000 Distance = 8
Figure 3.2: An example of a Hamming distance calculation. Each sym-
bol (in this case nucleotides and gaps) which differs between the two
sequences (shown in red) increases the Hamming distance by one. This
method is not limited to molecular sequence data, nor indeed to phylo-
genetic applications.
3.2.2 Dissimilarity calculationmethods fornucleotide sequences
In order to make the hamming distance somewhat more useful for nucleotide
sequences, two adaptations were made:
1. Support for ambiguous nucleotides.
2. Inferences concerning unknown characters in coding sequences
For the first adaptation, a distancematrix was created based on the assumption of
uniformnucleotide frequencies. In such a case, an ambiguous nucleotidewith two
possible values such as ‘W’ is considered to have a 50% chance of being an ‘A’ and
a 50% chance of being a ‘T’. A gap-score may be defined for the distance between
a gap and any nucleotide. The ‘?’ character is defined as either a gap or any
nucleotide and may be used to extend sequences which have not been sequenced
to the desired length. The resulting distance matrix is shown in table 3.1.
The use of the ‘?’ character allows certain inferences to be made when it is present
within coding sequences. If a ‘?’ exists in a codon alongside known or ambiguous
nucleotides, it is reasonable to replace the ‘?’ with an ‘N’ since a ‘-’ would lead
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to a frame-shift. On the other hand, if a ‘?’ exists in a codon alongside ‘-’s, it
is reasonable to assume that the entire codon consists of gaps and therefore to
interpret the ‘?’ as a ‘-’. This functionality was implemented in the simple distance
calculation system implemented for Anaˆtaxis.
Multiple dissimilarity calculation systems based on the scoringmatrix in table 3.1
and on the reinterpretation of ‘?’ characters were implemented and tested. These
methods vary in the nucleotide values they consider acceptable and in the man-
ner they perform calculations if unacceptable values are found. Three levels of
stringency are available as follows: ‘lax’ - where only non-IUB characters and
out-of-frame gaps in coding regions are considered unacceptable; ‘tolerant’ -
where ‘?’ characters are also considered unacceptable; and finally ‘strict’ - where
only non-ambiguous nucleotides and in-frame gaps are accepted. For each of
these definitions of what is considered acceptable sequence data, there are two
approaches in order to handle cases where unacceptable data is present
1. filter column - where the column containing the unacceptable character is
filtered from the entire alignment
2. normalise - where all pair-wise dissimilarities are divided by the actual
number of sites involved in the comparison.
This leads to the six combinations shown in table 3.2 with the abbreviations used
to refer to them in the implementations we have made.
3.2.3 External dissimilarity calculation methods
Additionally, in order to enable testing of Anaˆtaxis with other dissimilarity cal-
culation methods or with distances corrected for multiple hits, two external cal-
culation methods were chosen.
1. PHYLIP programmes ’dnadist’ and ’protdist’.
2. Precalculated dissimilarity matrices.
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A C G T R Y M K S W B D H V N - ?
A 0 1 1 1 12 1
1
2 1 1
1
2 1
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
C 1 0 1 1 1 12
1
2 1
1
2 1
2
3 1
2
3
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
G 1 1 0 1 12 1 1
1
2
1
2 1
2
3
2
3 1
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
T 1 1 1 0 1 12 1
1
2 1
1
2
2
3
2
3
2
3 1
3
4 g
3+g
5
R 12 1
1
2 1
1
2 1
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
5
6
2
3
5
6
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
Y 1 12 1
1
2 1
1
2
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
2
3
5
6
2
3
5
6
3
4 g
3+g
5
M 12
1
2 1 1
3
4
3
4
1
2 1
3
4
3
4
5
6
5
6
2
3
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
K 1 1 12
1
2
3
4
3
4 1
1
2
3
4
3
4
2
3
2
3
5
6
5
6
3
4 g
3+g
5
S 1 12
1
2 1
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
1
2 1
2
3
5
6
5
6
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
W 12 1 1
1
2
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4 1
1
2
5
6
2
3
2
3
5
6
3
4 g
3+g
5
B 1 23
2
3
2
3
5
6
2
3
5
6
2
3
2
3
5
6
2
3
7
9
7
9
7
9
3
4 g
3+g
5
D 23 1
2
3
2
3
2
3
5
6
5
6
2
3
5
6
2
3
7
9
2
3
7
9
7
9
3
4 g
3+g
5
H 23
2
3 1
2
3
5
6
2
3
2
3
5
6
5
6
2
3
7
9
7
9
2
3
7
9
3
4 g
3+g
5
V 23
2
3
2
3 1
2
3
5
6
2
3
5
6
2
3
5
6
7
9
7
9
7
9
2
3
3
4 g
3+g
5
N 34
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
4 g
3+g
5
- g g g g g g g g g g g g g g g 0 3+g5
? 3+g5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
3+g
5
12+8g
25
Table 3.1: A simple scoring matrix using the IUB ambiguous nucleotide code. The
values correspond to the expected dissimilarity between pairs of IUB letters under
the assumption that all possible nucleotide values for an ambiguous nucleotide
code are equiprobable. ‘g’ is the gap penalty and ‘?’ is a code for “either ‘-’ or ‘N’”
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Lax Tolerant Strict
Filter column laxcol tolcol strcol
Compared length normalisation laxnor laxcol laxcol
Table 3.2: The abbreviations used for the six ways of calculating dissimilarities
based on the scoring matrix shown in table 3.1. ‘Lax’ means that all legal IUB
characters and ‘?’ are accepted. ‘Tolerant’ means that only legal IUB characters
are accepted. ‘Strict’ means that only unambiguous nucleotides are accepted. In
all cases, out-of-frame gaps in coding sequences are rejected.
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3.3 Dissimilarity values containing uncertainty
As mentioned in section 2.3, the Anaˆtaxis algorithm should ideally be executed
on dissimilarities which include error margins - or uncertainty. There are several
reasons why this is advantageous:
• The data used can never be considered 100% acurate.
• From a purely technical, computer-science point of view, testing the exact
equality of dissimilarities is inherently problematic (e.g. rounding errors in
floating-point numbers).
• The use of dissimilarity values containing uncertainty can lead to a richer
view of the actual data.
A discussion of two aspects of dissimilarities with uncertainty follows. First a
description of possible origins of uncertainty including some concrete formu-
las is given. Then the problem of comparing dissimilarities when they contain
uncertainty is addressed.
3.3.1 Types of uncertainty
We have identified many possible origins of uncertainty in the dissimilarity data.
The following list shows a few possibilities:
• Input data may be erroneous (i.e. sequencing errors).
• When constructing a species-tree, usually the information used consists of
a small subset of the genome (i.e. statistical sampling error)
• Sequencing of a single individual (i.e. polymorphism within a species is not
accounted for)
• Explicit uncertainty due to known polymorphisms (i.e. a polymorphism is
known to occur in a given species and the method of calculating dissimilar-
ities may reflect this in both the value of the dissimilarity and an uncertainty
term)
• The use of input data from environmental samples (i.e. an arbitrary defini-
tion of species was used (see Pons et al. 2006))
Although there are not many recent publications on the subject, it is generally
accepted that the sequences present in the large databases do contain sequencing
errors. It was the stated goal at the beginning of the Human Genome Project,
to produce a reference sequence with at most one sequencing error per 10 000
base-pairs and there exists evidence that this goal was achieved [Hill et al. 2000].
On the other hand, single-read data is abundant in embl/genbank/DDBJ (e.g. EST
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data and environmental samples). For this type of data the error rate is closer to
1 – 2% [Hill et al. 2000; Sequencing hardware 2006].
In order to reflect the uncertainty in the dissimilarity value which is a result
of possible sequencing errors, we have developed the following formula. It is
based on simple probabilities and on the different possible outcomes of having a
sequencing error at a givenposition inoneor both sequences. It requires sequences
to be nucleotides and requires error rates to be known, and they need to be
uniform across all sequences. The error interval is not symmetrical and therefore
two separate formulas are given, the positive error to be added to a value in order
to obtain the upper bound of the interval and the negative error to be subtracted
from a value to obtain the lower bound of the interval:
Positive error = (1 −
D′i j
ni j
)
(
2p − 4
3
p2
)
Negative error = −
D′i j
ni j
(2
3
p − 4
9
p2
)
(3.4)
where D′i j is the normalised dissimilarity, ni j is the number of actually compared
sites and p is the sequencing error probability per site.
Unfortunately, preliminary tests have shown that the resulting error values are
too big to be useful in the context of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm.
As a viable alternative, we also propose a statistical sampling error. The Anaˆtaxis
normalisation step is performed on “bare” dissimilarities (ignoring the error) and
the absolute pre-normalisation error margin is applied to the resulting D′i j. The
aligned gene is considered to be a statistical sample from the entire genome of an
organism, therefore the sampling error is given by:
±
√
Di j × ni j ×
(
1 −Di j
)
ni j
(3.5)
where Di j is the dissimilarity and ni j is the number of actually compared sites.
This error type is implemented in the Anaˆtaxis software (see chapter 5). This error
is calculated for each pairwise relative dissimilarity
Di j
ni j
based on the actual length
of sequence comparison.
3.3.2 Comparison of uncertain dissimilarities
In theprevious section thepotential ofdissimilaritieswithuncertainty isdiscussed
and two concrete examples for the calculation of such uncertainties are proposed.
We now discuss how to handle the comparison of such values (i.e. the following
operators need to be defined: =, >,≤, <,≥).
The simplest solution would be to use a binning system. Bins of a certain size
would be defined and each dissimilarity assigned to a bin. The bins could then
be compared instead of the actual values. In this system, the bin size is a measure
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of the uncertainty, larger bins could be used for more uncertain data. While
straightforward to implement, this solution is not really satisfactory: dissimilarity
values on opposite borders of the same bin differ by almost the bin-size and are
considered identicalwhile valueswhichhardlydiffer at all but happen to be in two
different bins are considered unequal. Furthermore, bin-size is independent of the
sequence pair for which the dissimilarity is calculated. It would be advantageous
to be able to attribute greater degrees of uncertainty to the dissimilarity values of
certain sequence pairs (e.g. sequences extended with ’?’ characters or sequences
containing ambiguous nucleotides).
At the other end of the spectrum, a solution based on fuzzy-logic could be con-
sidered. The fact that a = b could be said to hold true to a certain percentage
makes such a system seem ideal. Different membership functions could be used
for each dissimilarity. However the operators ‘> ’and ‘<’ have no meaning in a
fuzzy-logic framework and therefore this approach is not viable either.
The problem of comparability of the dissimilarity values needs to be set in the
context of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm: under which circumstances should one dis-
similarity considered to be larger than the other?We therefore propose the simple
definition: two normalised dissimilarities (A and B) are considered to be equal
(A ≈ B) when their error intervals overlap by more than O−1O where O is a user-
definable parameter (empirically, O = 3 was found to be a good value). More
formally:
with Abare < Bbare, A ≈ B if:
(Abare + Aerror) − (Bbare − Berror) > O − 1O ×
2Aerror + 2Berror
2
(3.6)
otherwise: A  B
This definitiondoes constitute a total order for the≤operator, however transitivity
does not hold true for the ≈ operator. In other words, if A ≈ B and B ≈ C then
A ≈ C does not follow. This leads to problems in the ingroup-division step of
Anaˆtaxis. Table 3.3 shows the possible scenarios.
Of the eight possible combinations of overlaps, four (1, 2, 4, 6) are trivial since they
correspond exactly to the sets of inequalities (2.1 – 2.4). Scenario 1 corresponds to
the phyletically resolved case with homoplasy (2.2); scenario 2 to the phyletically
ambiguous case with homoplasy (2.3); scenario 4 to the unresolved case (2.4) and
6 to the ultrametric-like resolved case (2.1).
One combination of overlaps is impossible (8) and for each of the three remaining
combinations (3, 5, 7), several interpretations remain possible2. In these cases,
Anaˆtaxis distributes the unit weight to be added to the graph evenly between the
possible interpretations (see table 3.3).
Taking scenario 3 as an example, since there are three possible interpretations,
2When statistical sampling errors are used as uncertainty values, only scenario 3 is possible.
This type of error does not create sufficiently variable values for one uncertainty interval to
completely contain a neighbouring one, because errors are of the same order.
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each one receives 13 of the weight
3:
1
3
A ≈ B ≈ C the unresolved case (2.4) – Normally, a
weight of 13 should be given to each of the three edges in
the graph. However, since this interpretation as a whole
receives a weight of only 13 , the actual weights to be dis-
tributed are EdgeA += 19 , EdgeB +=
1
9 and EdgeC +=
1
9 .
1
3
A ≈ B  C the phyletically ambiguous case with ho-
moplasy (2.3) – Normally, a weight of 12 should be given
to each of the edges EdgeA and EdgeB. However, since
this interpretation as a whole receives a weight of only 13 ,
the actual weights to be distributed are EdgeA += 16 and
EdgeB += 16 .
1
3
A  B ≈ C (the ultrametric-like resolved case) – Nor-
mally, a weight of 1 should be given to the edge EdgeA.
However, since this interpretation as a whole receives a
weight of only 13 , the actual weight given is EdgeA +=
1
3 .
N.B. One of the edges to be incremented for the phyletically ambiguous case is
identical to the one which is incremented for the ultrametric-like case (EdgeA) and
the unresolved case causes all three possible edges to be incremented. Therefore,
the resultant increments are EdgeA += 19 +
1
6 + f rac13 =
11
18 , EdgeB +=
1
9 +
1
6 =
5
18 and
EdgeC += 19 .
3A, B and C are in fact pairwise dissimilarities and EdgeA, EdgeB and EdgeC are defined as the
edges connecting the corresponding pairs in the graph.
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Scenario
O
verlaps
R
esult
Interpretation
Increm
ents
1
none
A

B,B
C
,A

C
A

B
C
EdgeA
+
=
1
2
A
B
A
≈
B,B
C
,A

C
A
≈
B
C
EdgeA
+
=
12 ,EdgeB
+
=
12
3
A
B
,BC
A
≈
B,B≈
C
,A

C
A
≈
B≈
C
,
A
≈
B
C
,
A

B≈
C
EdgeA
+
=
19 ,EdgeB
+
=
19 ,EdgeC
+
=
19
EdgeA
+
=
16 ,EdgeB
+
=
16
EdgeA
+
=
13
4
A
B
,BC
,A
C
A
≈
B,B≈
C
,A
≈
C
A
≈
B≈
C
EdgeA
+
=
13 ,EdgeB
+
=
13 ,EdgeC
+
=
13
5
A
B
,A
C
A
≈
B,B
C
,A
≈
C
A
≈
B
C
,
A
≈
B≈
C
,
B
A
≈
C
EdgeA
+
=
16 ,EdgeB
+
=
16
EdgeA
+
=
19 ,EdgeB
+
=
19 ,EdgeC
+
=
19
EdgeA
+
=
13
6
BC
A

B,B≈
C
,A

C
A

B≈
C
EdgeA
+
=
1
7
BC
,A
C
A

B,B≈
C
,A
≈
C
A

B≈
C
,
A
≈
C
B,
A
≈
B≈
C
EdgeA
+
=
13
EdgeA
+
=
16 ,EdgeB
+
=
16
EdgeA
+
=
19 ,EdgeB
+
=
19 ,EdgeC
+
=
19
8
A
C
im
possible
Table
3.3:Possible
scenarios
of
overlapping
dissim
ilarity
values.G
iven
three
dissim
ilarities,w
here
A
bare
<
B
bare ,B
bare
<
C
bare and
A
bare
<
C
bare (bare
m
eaning
w
ithoutthe
uncertainty),the
ranges
defined
by
A
,B
and
C
(±
uncertainty
values)can
overlap
in
three
w
ays:A
B,BC
and
A
C
.T
he
table
show
s
allpossible
com
binations
of
overlaps
and
the
result
of
each
pair-w
ise
com
parison.The
third
colum
n
ofthe
table
show
s
a
graphicalrepresentation
ofeach
scenario
w
ith
an
overlap
betw
een
error
intervals
indicating
‘≈
’
equality.T
his
is
done
in
order
to
im
prove
the
interpretability
ofthe
graphicalrepresentation
only.The
scenarios
5
and
7
can
never
arise
in
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case
ofstatisticalsam
pling
errors
(see
equation
3.5)because
the
uncertainty
values
cannotvary
su
ffi
ciently.
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Numerical validation
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm and its ability to resolve
trees, two series of numerical tests were performed. The first series validates
the normalization step while the second measures the robustness to noise of the
ingroup division process.
The results obtained when using Anaˆtaxis with a biological dataset are shown in
chapter 6.
4.1 Validation of the normalisation step
Validation of the normalisation step was carried out for two separate contexts. In
the first, the rates of evolution do not vary to an extraordinary degree between
lineages. In the second, there exists a branch which evolved at a considerably
higher rate.
4.1.1 Validation of the normalisation step when branch lengths
are comparable
To validate the normalization procedure, evolution of random sequences (length:
700 nucleotides)was carried out in silico in order to generate datasets forwhich the
correct tree structure is known. The Anaˆtaxis normalization step was compared
to NJ in its ability to reconstruct the correct tree from these datasets. Because the
results of normalization are only used to perform one division of the ingroup
(a fresh normalised matrix is calculated for each ingroup division), it suffices to
show that themajor branches are correctly normalised. This allows the simulation
to remain valid for larger trees even when it is carried out using small tree sizes.
A tree size with five taxons (4 in the ingroup and one in the outgroup) was
selected since it further allows the validation of the normalization step to remain
independent of the ingroup-division step. The case of four ingroup-taxons is
simple enough to be resolved directly from the normalised dissimilarity-matrix
by an extended version of the inequality sets (2.1 – 2.4).
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Simulation
Guide trees for the validation of the normalization stepwere created in a two-step
process. (I) Aperfectly regular, ultrametric (all root-to-leaf lengths equal) template
tree of the desired length and topology was created. Template tree lengths used
ranged from 0.01 to 1.0 (as measure from root to leaf) and each of the two possible
topologies for an ingroup of four members was considered separately: symmet-
rical ((Lea f ,Lea f ), (Lea f ,Lea f )) and asymmetrical (((Lea f ,Lea f ),Lea f ),Lea f ). (II)
From each template tree, a series of non-ultrametric guide trees was generated by
random modification of branch lengths. Each branch length was drawn from a
Gaussian distribution centered around the length (l) of the corresponding branch
in the template tree (σ = 0.25× l). 250 guide trees were generated for each combin-
ation of tree topology and template tree length. The in silico evolution algorithm
was run 500 times on each guide tree, thus generating a sample of 125 000 se-
quence sets for each datapoint. The in silico evolution method was set up so that
the probability of mutation at any given nucleotide position in the sequence was
equal to the length of the corresponding branch in the guide tree. Sequence length
used was 700 nucleotides, a typical size for coding sequences in eukaryotes.
Simulations were run for various evolutionary distances corresponding to an av-
erage mutation probability per site ranging from 0.01 to 1.0 as measured from the
root of the tree to the leaves. Each of the two possible tree topologies were con-
sidered separately (symmetrical and asymmetrical). Two different in silico evolu-
tion methods were used on the guide trees: a simple model of evolution and the
well accepted General Time-Reversible model (GTR) [Yang 1994] as implemented
in the Seq-Gen programme [Rambaut and Grassly 1997]. The simple model was
able to producemultiplemutations at the same site, but did not explicitly simulate
disparate rates of evolution between sites or differing probabilities for transitions
and transversions1. The GTR model allows 6 different rate parameters, one for
each type of substitution (i.e. A → C, A → G, A → T, C → G, C → T and G → T).
The relationship between the length of the path connecting a pair of taxons and
the rawdissimilarity of the sequences produced for the pair under the GTRmodel
is similar to the Jukes-Cantor correction (see figure 4.1). Neither model created
insertions, deletions or more complex rearangements. Sequence lengths were 750
nucleotides for the simple model and 1000 nucleotides for Seq-Gen. The PHYLIP
version of the Neighbor-Joining algorithm (NJ) was used with F84 distances.
Results and discussion
As shown in figure 4.2, the Anaˆtaxis normalization step allows close to perfect
resolution of tree structures across the full range of evolutionary distances for
both topologies and under bothmodels of evolution. With the simple model, NJ’s
performance fluctuates somewhat, more so for the asymmetrical topology. This
is not surprising, since NJ is known to have difficulty resolving asymmetrical
1Transitions are mutations where a a purine (A or G) changes into another purine or a
pyrimidine (C or T) changes into another pyrimidine. Transversions aremutations where a purine
changes into a pyrimidiene or vice versa.
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Figure 4.1: Plot of the maximal raw dissimilarity obtained with various
tree lengths under the GTR model (solid line). The dotted line indic-
ates the expected dissimilarity for completely random data. Values were
obtained by performing dissimilarity calculations on the output of the
Seq-Gen programme. Each data-point corresponds to the average of the
pairwise dissimilarities of 1024 runs of Seq-Gen. Simple, rooted, ultramet-
ric guide-trees containing only two leaves - and thus providing only one
pairwise dissimilarity - were used. Consequently, the path length (sum
of the lengths of the branches connecting the leaves) is two times the tree
length. Sequence length was set to 1024 nucleotides. Although the x and
y axes are the opposite way aroud, note the similarity to the Jukes-Cantor
correction (figure 3.1)
trees. With the GTR model, NJ initially performs well, but suffers a steady drop
in performance at tree lengths of above 0.3. It is to be expected that NJ shows a
more coherent performance here, since the corrected distances (F84) correspond
more closely to the GTR model than to the simple model. Surprisingly, running
NJ on the Anaˆtaxis-style raw dissimilarities gave a clear increase of performance
(data not shown), reaching almost the levels of the Anaˆtaxis normalisation step.
This would seem to indicate that the Anaˆtaxis normalisation step even using raw
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dissimilarities has better performance than NJ with in the presence of “model
violation”2.
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Figure 4.2: Results of the numerical validation of the normalisation step.
The left hand panels show the results for the asymmetrical ingroup topo-
logy, the right hand ones show the results for the symmetrical topology.
The top row shows the results of runs using the simple model for in silico
evolution, while the bottom row shows results using the GTR model.
Each datapoint corresponds to 500 runs of in silico evolution on each of
250 random trees of the given overall length.
For practical reasons, it was not possible to run these simulations on larger trees;
extending the sets of inequalities (2.1 – 2.4) to more than four taxons becomes
difficult and the result of doing so would be a scoring function highly similar to
the one which is implicitly optimised by the NJ algorithm. Nevertheless, we
are confident that the results are indicative of what happens at larger taxon
numbers.Onemight intuitively expect that normalization needs to be very precise
throughout the algorithm. In fact, this is not the case because each recursion only
influences one internal node at a given level of the final tree. When this level is
still relatively close to the root, dissimilarities between members of a group of
taxons whose cenancestor lies further towards the leaves, may be less precisely
normalized.However, these dissimilarities play a lesser role in decidingwhere the
2Model violation signifies that twodifferingmodels are involved, oneused for in silico evolution
and another to produce corrected distances from the sequence data.
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current ingroup should be divided. As the algorithm progresses and the current
ingroup-outgroup node moves further away from the root, the analyzed ingroup
gets smaller (taxons arising frommore basal nodes having already been dealtwith
are no longer part of the ingroup) and at the same time normalization becomes
more precise because a phyletically closer outgroup is now being used. In a way,
the algorithm automatically scopes down to the correct scale.
4.1.2 Validation of the normalisation step in the presence of ex-
tremely long branches
In the previous section, we have shown that the normalisation step is able to
correctly resolve four-leaf trees when rates of evolution are comparable between
lineages. We now address the case where there is a long branch in the tree –
one which evolves at a significantly higher rate. The first step is to determine
the relevant and reasonable combinations of tree length and variation. In the
literature, rates of evolution are considered to vary up to 20-fold [Mar et al. 2005].
This value was used as a starting point.
Defining the degree of variation of evolutionary rates
To quantify the length of the long branch the long-branch factor is defined as:
Flongbranch =
L
A · l (4.1)
Where L is the length of the long branch, A is the number of unit lengths in
the corresponding branch in a perfectly regular, ultrametric tree and l is the unit
length in such a tree.
Figure 4.3 shows a tree with a long-branch factor of Flongbranch = 2.
Figure 4.4 shows seven possible positions of the long branch: two for the symmet-
rical topology; and five for the asymmetrical topology. Long branches connecting
the outgroup to the ingroup were not considered relevant as they do not alter
the structure of the ingroup being resolved. Simulations were performed in or-
der to validate the normalisation step of Anaˆtaxis for each of these long-branch
scenarios.
Limits of long-branch factor and tree-length variation
For each of the seven possible positions of the long branch shown above, the
limits whithin which the long-branch factor and the tree-length may vary were
investigated.
The overall tree-length T (the length from the root to themost distant leaf) is given
by:
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Figure 4.3: This figure illustrates various parameters which are used to
calculate the limits of tree length and long-branch factor. The scale on the
right shows unit lengths. L is the length of the long branch.A is the length
of the corresponding branch in a regular ultrametric tree, given in unit
lengths. B is the number of unit lengths which need to be added to the
long-branch length in order to obtain the tree length (the tree length is the
largest root-to-leaf distance). C is the number of unit lengths to be added
to the long-branch in order to obtain the longest path in the tree.
T = L + B · l (4.2)
Where B is an integer dependent on the topology and position of the long branch
(see table 4.1).
In addition to the two relationships defined above (4.1 and 4.2), two limits may be
defined based on maximal and minimal desirable sequence dissimilarity values.
If the smallest raw dissimilarity in the tree drops below 1%, considering all pos-
sible sources of error, it is likely that the data does not contain enough valid
phylogenetic information to resolve all branches of a tree. We therefore need all
raw dissimilarities to be above 0.01, which corresponds to a path-length between
the two closest leaves of the tree of 0.01 under the GTR model (see figure 4.1). In
all cases but asymmetrical3, the shortest path between two leaves of the tree lies
between C andD (see figure 4.4) and has a length of 2 · l. Therefore, it follows that:
• In all cases but asymmetrical3:
As seen in figure 4.1, this corresponds to a path-length between the two
closest leaves of the tree of 0.01, under the general time reversible (GTR)
model. It follows that in all cases but asymmetrical3 (see figure 4.4):
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2 · l > 0.01 (4.3)
Combining (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), and resolving for T, we obtain:
T > 0.005 × (FA + B) (4.4)
• In the special case of asymmetrical3: For the special case of asymmetrical3,
the shortest leaf-leaf path depends on the length of the long branch, it may
either be from C to D or from B to D.
min(L + l, 4l ) > 0.01 (4.5)
Combining (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5), and resolving for T, we obtain:
T > 0.01 × (FA) + B
min(FA + 1, 4 )
(4.6)
In addition to the limit on the smallest raw dissimilarity, largest dissimilarity can
become limiting when there is no longer enough similarity between sequences in
order to perform a reliable multiple alignment. We consider the twighlight zone
for nucleotide alignment to begin at a raw-dissimilarity threshold of > 50% (i.e.
< 50% sequence identity) [Gardner et al. 2005; Wilm et al. 2006]. Referring again to
figure 4.1, this corresponds to an ultrametric sub-tree length of 0.41 and therefore
a path-length of 2 × 0.41 = 0.82. The longest path in the tree is thus bounded in
the following manner:
L + Cl < 0.82 (4.7)
Where C is the number of unit lengths in portion of the longest path of the tree
which is not occupied by the long branch.
Combining (4.1), (4.2) and (4.7), and resolving for T, we obtain:
T < 0.82 × FA + B
FA + C
(4.8)
Simulation
The limits on long-branch factors and tree-lengths defined using the above for-
mulas delimit a closed search-space. However, they allow for inordinately large
long-branch factors in some cases (e.g. up to 321 for Asymmetrical3, see table 4.1).
In order to limit simulations to a more practical range, while still looking some-
what beyond the 20-foldvariation found in literature, simulationswereperformed
with long-branch factors ranging from 1 to 26. Simulations were carried out in
much the same way as in the validation procedure without long branches. The
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Symmetrical
Symmetrical1 Symmetrical2
Asymmetrical
Asymmetrical1 Asymmetrical2 Asymmetrical3
Asymmetrical4 Asymmetrical5
Figure 4.4: Seven possible positions for a single long branch in the two to-
pologies used during the validation of normalisation. Only two positions
are possible in the symmetrical topology, while five are possible in the
asymmetrical topology. Position asymmetrical3 is special since depend-
ing on the long-branch factor, the long-branch may be part of the path
corresponding to the shortest dissimilarity (see text).
GTR model of Seq-Gen was used. However, the effect of noise having been ad-
dressed in section 4.1.1 and in order to clearly distinguish between the effects of
noise and of the long branch, no noise was added to the tree structures prior to
the simulation of evolution. 1024 runs of in silico evolution were carried out for
each combination of long-branch factor. Both Anaˆtaxis and NJ were evaluated for
both raw dissimilarities and for F84 distances (calculated by PHYLIP).
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Long-branch position A B C
Symmetrical1 1 2 5
Symmetrical2 1 2 5
Asymmetrical1 3 1 5
Asymmetrical2 2 2 6
Asymmetrical3 1 3 7
Asymmetrical4 1 3 7
Asymmetrical5 1 3 7
Table 4.1: Factors used for calculating the limitswithinwhich long branch analysis
is relevant. These values are obtained directly from the topologies shown in
figure 4.4. A corresponds to the number of unit lengths of the branch which
occupies the same position as the long branch in a perfectly regular, ultrametric
tree. B corresponds to the number of unit lengths to be added to the long-branch
length to obtain the tree length (i.e. the largest root-to-leaf distance).C corresponds
to the number of unit lengths to be added to the long-branch in order to obtain the
longest path in the tree (i.e. the path corresponding to the largest dissimilarity).
See figure 4.3
Results and discussion
Figures 4.5 – 4.11 show the results. Overall, performance of Anaˆtaxis and NJ are
extremely similar and precision is generally good (the color scale is optimised to
illustrate the range of 70%–100% correctly reconstructed trees). However, several
interesting points bear closer inspection. There is no clear trend concerning the
type of dissimilarity/distance used. There are three cases in which the use of
F84 distances results in a clear increase in precision (symmetrical1 - figure 4.5;
asymmetrical3 - figure 4.9; and asymmetrical5 - figure 4.11). This is the case for both
the Anataˆxis and the NJ methods. On the other hand, three cases (symmetrical2
- figure 4.6; asymmetrical1 - figure 4.7; and asymmetrical4 - figure 4.10) show a
higher precision when using raw dissimilarities.
The long-branch position asymmetrical2 (figure 4.8) produces a relatively rapid
decline in precision as the long-branch factor increases. The same is the case for
long-branch position asymmetrical1 (figure 4.7) when F84 distances are used. The
fact that the original branches at these positions are already multiple units long
(A > 1, see table 4.1) may partially explain this phenomenon.
The only topology where NJ slightly outperforms the normalisation step of
Anaˆtaxis is asymmetrical3 (figure 4.9), and it only does so for long-branchs factor
is greater six. However, this scenario will show up in the original data as a se-
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quence which is difficult to align3. In the light of the good results obtained in
all other scenarios and the superior performance of the normalisation step of
Anaˆtaxis for trees with comparable branch lengths (see figure 4.2), this is a small
draw-back.
Overall, the results of the numerical validation of the normalisation step of
Anaˆtaxis are very promising.
3The rationale for testing treeswith four leaves in the ingroupwas that only themajor branches
of the tree are truly relevant for the subsequent ingroup-division step and thus for the success of
the Anaˆtaxis algorithm. Consequently, in larger datasets, the asymmetrical3 scenario will show
up as a group of sequences difficult to align to the rest.
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Figure 4.5: Precision of the Anaˆtaxis and NJ algorithms in the presence of a
long branch. The long-branch position is symmetrical1 (see figure 4.4). The grid
shows tree identification precision according to the color scale on the right. White
squares corespond to 100% recognition of the correct tree. The solid region above
the grid is not relevant since dissimilarities between sequenceswill be too large for
alignment to be successful. The solid area below the grid is not relevant because
sequences are too similar to contain sufficient phylogenetic signal.
The panels on the left show results using rawdissimilarities, those on the right use
pseudo-additive F84 distances. The upper panels show results for the Anaˆtaxis
algorithm, the lower ones for NJ.
Each square corresponds to 1024 runs of Seq-Gen under the GTR model with
sequence length set to 1024.
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Figure 4.6: Symmetrical2 (see figure 4.4 for details and figure 4.5 for complete
legend).
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Figure 4.7: Asymmetrical1 (see figure 4.4 for details and figure 4.5 for complete
legend)
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Figure 4.8: Asymmetrical2 (see figure 4.4 for details and figure 4.5 for complete
legend)
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Figure 4.9: Asymmetrical3 (see figure 4.4 for details and figure 4.5 for complete
legend)
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Figure 4.10: Asymmetrical4 (see figure 4.4 for details and figure 4.5 for complete
legend)
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Figure 4.11: Asymmetrical5 (see figure 4.4 for details and figure 4.5 for complete
legend)
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4.2 Validation of the ingroup division step
The ingroup-division step was validated by testing its robustness to errors of the
type produced by homoplasy: the use of in silico evolution for this validation was
avoided for two reasons. (I) The aim of the ingroup division step is to minimize
the effect homoplasies; in order to validate it with in silico evolution methods, a
highly complexmodel evolution including the evolutionary constraints leading to
stronger homoplasies than the ones created by pure chancewould be required. (II)
It would be difficult to dissociate the ingroupdivision step from the normalization
step.
To simulate errors due to homoplasy, two approaches were used.
1. Noise: random tree topologies were produced and graphs were created
directly from them (without resorting to in slilco evolution or dissimilarity
matrices). Noise designed to emulate the effects of homoplasy was then
added to the edge-weights.
2. Error probability: random tree topologies were again analysed directly to
produce a graph, but errors were introduced with a predefined probability.
In both cases, the following procedure was used to produce graphs from random
tree topologies. All possible groups of three leaves in the tree topology were
analysed independently. For each group of three, the two closest neighbouring
leaves were determined directly from the topology, at no time were sequences
generated or was a dissimilarity matrix used. This way, validation of the ingroup-
division step was truly independent of the normalisation step.
Simulation
In thefirst, “noise” approach, graphs correspondingperfectly to randomtree topo-
logies (5− 1 000 leaves) were first generated as described above. Since homoplasy
between two taxons would cause the corresponding normalized dissimilarity to
be smaller than phyletically expected, it may cause the wrong edge weight in
the graph to be incremented. This phenomenon was simulated by adding noise
to all edge weights, including zero-weight edges, in the following manner. First
all edge weights, including edges with weight zero, were incremented by 14 the
average edgeweight of the graph. This addition of a constant to all edges does not
affect the outcome of graph erosion, but allows subsequent addition of noise to
zero weight edges. For each edge, noise drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
a standard deviation corresponding to a proportion of its (incremented) weight
ranging from 0.01 to 1.0 was then added. Tree sizes ranged from 5 to 1000 leaves.
100 random trees were generated for each combination of noise level and tree
size. For each of these trees, 100 graphs with added noise were then produced.
In the second, “error probability” approach, random tree topologies were once
again generated. This time however, during analysis of each group of three,
a random number was drawn and checked against a predefined probability.
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Depending on the outcome, the correct edge in the graphwas incremented or one
of the other two edges connectingmembers of the groupof threewas incremented.
Again, tree sizes ranged from 5 to 1000 leaves, error probabilities ranged from
0.01 to 0.5.
For each combination of noise-level / error-probability and graph size the pro-
portion of 10 000 graphs which were divided correctly by the erosion process
was determined, correct division being a separation of the nodes according to the
branching at the root of the original tree. The 10 000 graphs were created by first
producing 100 random trees and then running the noise-production procedure or
the analysis of groups of three with errors 100 times.
Results and discussion
The results of the robustness test of the ingroup-division step are shown in fig-
ure 4.12. With the “noise” approach, the Anaˆtaxis ingroup division method pro-
duced nearly perfect results (> 99%) for almost all combinations of noise level
and graph size. Even more striking are the results of the simulations using the
error-probability approach. For ingroup sizes of 75 or more members, more than
90% of the divisions are correct even if half of the groups of three are incorrectly
identified and lead to an erroneous incrementation of a graph edge-weight.
The validation results for the ingroup division step are very encouraging, es-
pecially at ingroup sizes larger than about 15 taxons. This means that we can
have a large degree of confidence in the major (basal) branches of the final tree,
which are obtained at a stage where the algorithm divides large ingroups. On the
other hand, the detail of the lower branches may be more subject to errors arising
from homoplasy. However, if the result of our algorithm is used to seed a more
complex model-based or cladistic method, these details of the terminal branches
could easily be corrected in a reasonable amount of calculation time, especially if
a short-range tree rearrangement method is used.
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Figure 4.12: Numerical validation of the ingroup division step. The top panel
shows a contour plot with iso-lines for the percentage of correctly identified
graphs when a noise addition procedure was used. The lower panel shows the
same type of contour plot for the error probability simulations. Each datapoint
corresponded to 10 000 simulations (100 runs for each of 100 random trees). Both
simulations clearly show outstanding performance of the method for all but the
highest noise-levels / error-probabilities combined with the smallest graph sizes.
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Implementation
Two implementations of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm have matured sufficiently to
make distributable versions. One is a complete application with a graphical user
interface,while the other is a command-line versionwhich can easily be integrated
into data analysis pipelines. A prototype parallel version has also been developed.
Speed-ups obtained as well as execution times of the serial version are shown.
5.1 Complete application with graphical user inter-
face
The graphical version of Anaˆtaxis is based on the C++ bindings for GTK+, i.e. the
gtkmm library [gtkmm2000–2006] (version≥ 2.10.6). Thismeans that it is best run
on linux machines, but can also be compiled for Windoze or Mac OS-X. It allows
the following complete work-flow to be carried out in a simple user-friendly
manner: loading of the sequence alignment→ dissimilarity matrix calculation→
ingroup definition→ phylogenetic tree construction.
5.1.1 Loading sequence alignments
Aligned sequences can be read from fastA, PHYLIP,MSF, CLUSTAL, nbrf/PIR and
Nexus files. The alignment is displayed in a window (see figure 5.1) and further
information on each sequence, or on the alignment as a whole, can be added (see
figure 5.2).Warnings are displayed if identical sequences exist and an error occurs
if the aligned sequences are not all of the same length.
5.1.2 Calculating the dissimilarity matrix
Once the sequence alignment is loaded, the next logical step is to calculate the dis-
similarity matrix. There are numerous options to choose from, including various
methods of dealingwith ambiguous data and the use of statistical sampling errors
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Figure 5.1: Screen-shot of the GUI-implementation of Anaˆtaxis showing
the sequence alignment.
Figure 5.2: Screen-shot of the GUI-implementation of Anaˆtaxis showing
the sequence annotation window.
(see figure 5.3). For details on the methods themselves, refer to chapter 3. Once
the matrix has been calculated, it is displayed in a scrollable area. The smallest
and the largest values may be called up from the status bar and details regarding
the choice of dissimilarity calculation methods are also displayed in the status-
bar (see figure 5.4). Once the matrix is calculated, it can be exported in PHYLIP
format.
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Figure 5.3: Screen-shot of the GUI-implementation of Anaˆtaxis showing
the dissimilarity matrix calculation options
Figure 5.4: Screen-shot of the GUI-implementation of Anaˆtaxis showing
the dissimilarity matrix.
5.1.3 Ingroup and outgroup selection
BeforeAnaˆtaxis can run it is still necessary to define the ingroup and the outgroup.
This can be done at any time after a sequence alignment has been loaded, although
it is usually done after dissimilarity matrix calculation. To allow taxons to be
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included in or excluded from the ingroup, a list of all taxons is displayed with
a check-box next to each of them (see figure 5.5). Furthermore, it is possible to
define the ingroup by simply entering a range of indices, or by inverting the
current selection etc. The outgroup is defined in Newick format using the indices
from the list as labels. The outgroup may be previewed in graphical form before
proceeding with the Anaˆtaxis calculation (see figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5: Screen-shot of the GUI-implementation of Anaˆtaxis show-
ing the ingroup and outgroup selection process. If the initial outgroup
used for Anaˆtaxis contains several taxons, a tree structure must be given.
This tree structure is entered in Newick format by the user and may be
previewed in a graphical format as shwn on the right-hand part of the
window.
5.1.4 Running Anaˆtaxis
Once all of the above steps have been performed, the Anaˆtaxis algorithm can
be executed. It is possible to tweak the weights attributed in the case of the
different sets of inequalities identified during triplet analysis, but the user is
advised to leave these at the default settings. If the dissimilarity values in the
matrix contain uncertainty, the overlap factorO (see equation 3.6) may be defined
at this point. Thefinal rooted tree generatedbyAnaˆtaxis is displayed in a scrollable
and zoomable area and may be saved in newick format, printed and exported to
PDF or postscript format. At any point in the entire work-flow, it is possible to
save the current state of the programme in an application specific xml format.
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Figure 5.6: Screen-shot of the GUI-implementation of Anaˆtaxis showing
the final Anaˆtaxis tree
5.2 Command-line version
The command-line version uses standard UNIX argument format and allows
much of the functionality of the GUI version. The same sequence alignment
formats can be read, the same matrix calculation options are available and the
parameters of the graph construction step can be tweaked. Missing from the
command-line version are the ability to annotate sequences with additional in-
formation, the ability to save the matrix separately and the ability to output the
final tree in anything other than newick format. For details on the usage of the
command-line version see appendix C.
5.3 Execution times
The speed of the Anataˆxis algorithm version was measured for ingroup sizes
up to 10 000. This upper bound was chosen for two reasons. Firstly, the largest
real biological datasets analysed to date are in the order of 10 000 sequences1.
Secondly, since 20 measurements were made for each ingroup size and by extra-
1Larger trees are generally constructed by combining smaller trees or adding sequences to a
backbone tree. Ley et al. (2005) produced a tree with ∼ 16 000 taxons, however > 10 000 of these
are added using a parsimony insertion tool. The initial tree is created from a dataset of only 5 088
taxons using NJ.
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polation a run with 12′000 taxons would take about 14h, the time necessary to
perform replicate timings for greater ingroup sizes starts to become prohibitive
(20 × 14h ≈ 12days).
Simulation
The data on which execution times were measured was produced as follows.
Random tree structures were generated using a simple algorithm in which the
number of nodes to be added at the root is divided randomly between two
children. The process is recursively repeated for each child until the number of
nodes to be added at a node is 1. At this point the node is left as a leaf. Once the
tree was complete, an outgroup of one taxon was added to the tree. Evolution
was simulated for the generated tree structure using the simple model described
in section 4.1.1. Pairwise raw dissimilarities were calculated for the resulting
sequence sets and used to run Anaˆtaxis. Only the tree reconstruction step was
timed on an Intel Xeon(TM)MPCPU running at 2.2GHzwith 512KB of cache and
2GB of RAM. Measurements were made using system calls directly from within
the programme. Five trees were generated for each ingroup size. Two sequence
sets were generated for each tree and each reconstruction was run twice. This
resulted in twenty time measurements for each ingroup size.
Results and discussion
Figure 5.7 shows that execution times for the Anaˆtaxis algorithm scale roughly
with the third power of taxon number (n) in the range shown, although a curs-
ory analysis of the algorithm suggests higher complexity for the worst case. If
the tree to be found is completley asymmetrical, each division will produce two
subgroups: one which contains only one taxon, and one which is just one taxon
smaller than the ingroup being divided. Over all the divisions, the average in-
group size will therefore be n/2, and each division requires O(n3) to perform
triplet analysis. Thus the overall complexity for this case will be closer to O(n4).
During the measurements of execution time, random tree topologies were used,
thus the results indicate average average execution times, not worst-case times.
Memory requirements for the algorithm scale with the square of taxon number.
At every division, three things are stored in memory: the original dissimilarity
matrix (∼ n2), the normalised dissimilarity matrix (∼ n2) and the graph structure
(∼ n2). Once a division is performed further recursive divisions of the subgroups
are performed. However, only the subgroups and their structures need to remain
in memory, the normalised matrix and graph may be discarded.
We estimate the practical limit for the algorithm at roughly 20 000 taxons on
the workstation used. Such a calculation should take roughly a week, but may
severely challenge the available memory. Such limits can however be overcome
by a simple strategy: since Anaˆtaxis works on dissimilarity matrices, it is possible
to assemble several subtrees into a large tree. Accepted monophylons2 may be
2A monophylon is a taxonomic group which excludes none of the descendents of the
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Figure 5.7: Execution times of the serial version of Anaˆtaxis measured
on an Intel Xeon(TM) MP CPU running at 2.2GHz with 512KB of cache
and 2GB of RAM. Dissimilarity matrices used ranged from 100 to 10 000
taxons. Each point represents the average of 20 measurements. Error bars
show standard deviation.
analyzed separately, yielding a series of subtrees T1,T2,T3 . . .. Weighted average
distances between the trees would then be used to create a new dissimilarity mat-
rix in which the taxons are the phylons represented by the subtrees T1,T2,T3 . . ..
The algorithm could thus be run again to resolve a higher level of the combined
tree topology. This level-wise approach is not easily feasible with probabilistic or
cladistic methods which work directly on the sequences.
5.4 Parallelisation
Since Anaˆtaxis is designed to be efficient at resolving phylogenies from very
large datasets, the possibility of parallelising the algorithm was explored. There
are two main tasks which are computationally intensive: the calculation of the
pairwise dissimilarity matrix and graph construction (analysis of all groups of
three). Since the calculation of the dissimilarity matrix is independent of the
actual Anaˆtaxis algorithm and since this step is trivial to parallelise for most
types of dissimilarities, only parallelisation of the graph construction step was
explored. The work shown in this chapter is a demonstration of the feasibility of
parallelisation and by nomeans a fully optimised implementation. Emphasis was
cenancestor of the group.
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placed on improving speed and no effort was made to solve the more difficult
problem of using parallelisation to push the memory limits.
5.4.1 Using MPI in an object-oriented environment
The architecture which was available to run a parallel version of Anaˆtaxis was
a cluster system (i.e. a distributed memory machine) using MPI 1.2 [MPI-2 1997]
(MPICH [Gropp and Lusk 1996]). Since MPI bindings exist for C++, much of the
source code from the command-line version could be conserved for the parallel
version. The major obstacle was however the coherent use of MPI in an object-
oriented framework: allowing methods from various objects to execute parallel
code while maintaining the reusability and flexibility of the objects. In the case
of Anaˆtaxis, since only a small step of the algorithm was to be parallelised, a
master/worker system seemed to be the best adapted solution. In anticipation
of future extensions to the code, which would parallelise other aspects such as
dissimilarity matrix calculation, a framework called Obj-MPI was created. Obj-
MPI allows various parallel methods fromdifferent objects to profit from a central
dispatch mechanism which primes the workers to execute the correct code from
the correct class at the correct time. This is done in a manner which maintains
the reusability and flexibility of object oriented design. Obj-MPI is independant
of the actual computation being done and may therefore be reused in unrelated
projects which employ the master-worker paradigm in object oriented C++.
The basic principle of Obj-MPI is the use of rtti (Runtime Type Information) in
combination with a “Workforce” object. The “Workforce” object is bound to an
“MPI Comm” and exists on both the master and worker processes. On the master, it
allows dispatch of parallel methods, while on the workers it receives the dispatch
messages and runs the corresponding code of the appropriate method. All classes
containing parallel methods have a static method called registerParallelMethods
which allows them to register their parallel methods with the “Workforce”. This
registration must be done on all processes of the workforce and defines coherent
table ofmethods used by bothmaster andworkers. Registration is usually carried
out in the main function of the programme directly after MPI Init. The worker-
side code to be executed for a parallel method is defined in a class derived
from TaskRunner. All parallel methods begin by sending the rtti name of this
TaskRunner derived class to inform the workers of which code they will need to
execute next.
In addition, a mechanism for sending and receiving objects in a generic way is
provided. This functionality makes heavy use of templates; a specialisation of the
“ObjMPI” template class is sufficient to add user defined classes. The “ObjMPI”
specialisation defines how to pack the object data using MPI PACK and how to
recreate the object using MPI UNPACK. Specialisations of “ObjMPI” are provided
for various STL containers, thus allowing collections of objects for which an
“ObjMPI”-specialisation exists to be easily sent and received.
The competing “Object Oriented MPI” project [Squyres et al. 2000] already con-
tains mechanisms for sending and receiving objects, but was considered too com-
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plex for the needs of Anaˆtaxis.
For an example of Obj-MPI use, with ample comments, see appendix E.
5.4.2 Implementation details
A parallel version of the command-line Anaˆtaxis programme was created. Curs-
ory profiling of the serial programme revealed that the triplet-analysis loop of the
graph construction step of ingroup division was where most time was spent dur-
ing execution. Since the analysis of each triplet is completely independent, this
loop can easily be distributed over several processes3. Consolidation of results
from all processes is trivial since the correct weight for a given edge is simply the
sum of the weights returned by all worker processes for that edge. However, the
distribution of triplets across processes is more complex.
There are n×(n−1)×(n−2)6 ∈ O(n3) possible samples of three out of n elements. These
can easily be enumerated by the method shown in the following code:
for ( in t i = 2 ; i <n ; ++ i ) {
for ( in t j = 1 ; j < i ; ++ j ) {
for ( in t k = 0 ; k< j ; ++k ) {
/ / Add the group { i , j , k } to the enumeration
}
}
}
However, it is inefficient to run through the entire loop on each process and check
each triplet in order to deterime whether it should be analysed by the current
process. Therefore, amore efficientmethod is needed to jump to a known position
in the enumeration. The following code can be used to initialise the counters i, j
and k to produce triplet number ‘position’:
i = j = k = 0 ;
in t m1 , m2 , m3 ;
for (m1 = n−1; m1>2; −−m1 ) {
in t m1C2 = m1∗ (m1− 1 ) / 2 ;
i f ( pos i t i o n >= m1C2 ) {
++ i ;
pos i t i o n −= m1C2 ;
}
e lse {
break ;
}
}
3A ‘process’ is an instance of a programme or sub-programme executingmore or less autonom-
ously on a physical processor. It is the fundamental unit of a parallel programme. If two processes
are to run in parallel, theymay be executed on one processor using technologies like hyperthread-
ing, on two cores of the same processor, on two different processors of the same computer or
on two computers connected through some kind of network. Thus it is imprecise to speak of
processors when discussing parallel programmes
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j = i +1;
for (m2 = m1−1; m2>0; −−m2 ) {
i f ( pos i t i o n >= m2 ) {
++ j ;
pos i t i o n −= m2 ;
}
e lse {
break ;
}
}
k = j+pos i t i o n +1;
A well known limit on the performance of parallel programmes is the amount of
communication which takes place between processes. Communication time has
two effects. First of all, it is a time-consuming task not necessary in a serial pro-
gramme. Second of all, asmore processes are used,more communication becomes
necessary and therefore, a point may be reached where communication time will
counterbalance any gain in performance achieved through parallelisation. At the
very latest, this happens when the interconnect network of the cluster becomes
saturated.
It is therefore clear that in order to allow the programme to be more efficient
than the serial version and in order to obtain the largest gain from large clusters
both efficient communication-hardware and programmes optimised for minimal
communication are necessary.
Since the object of the parallel version of Anaˆtaxis was to demonstrate the feas-
ibility of parallelisation, communication load was only moderately optimised.
The complete normalised dissimilarity matrix is broadcast to all processes before
triplet analysis begins4. However, for the collection and consolidation of results a
somewhat more efficient mechanism was chosen.
To keep message size small when graphs are communicated, the data-structure
used to store the graphs was optimised for size. Since many edges in a partial
result will have zero weights, a hash-table was used to store only non-zero edges.
However, built-in data collection functions fromMPI will not work since the data
is not in an array. It was therfore necessary to code the data-collection process
explicitly. In our implementation, the data follows a binary tree as shown in the
example in figure 5.8. The steps performed may be described as follows:
1. Process 4 sends data to process 3 while at the same time process 2 sends
data to process 1.
2. Process 3 consolidates it’s own data with the data received from process 3
while process 1 consolidates it’s data with the data received from process 2.
4Apossible improvementwouldbe to communicate theoriginal (non-normalised)dissimilarity
matrix to all processes at the beginning. This would allow only the ingroup and outgroup-tree to
be communicated, in which case each process could calculate the normalised dissimilarity matrix
locally.
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3. Process 3 sends data to process 1
4. process 1 consolidates it’s data with the data received from process 3
5. The final result is available on process 1
Figure 5.8: Diagram of the data consolidation process when 4 worker
processes are used. The process follows a binary tree with a phase of data
consolidation after each data transmission phase. The broadcast of data to
all processes follows the same schema, in the opposite direction without
the consolidation phase.
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5.4.3 Speed-up obtained
Speed-up is a measure of the efficiency of a parallel algorithm. It is defined as
follows:
Speed−up = execution−time of the best serial algorithm
execution−time of the parallel version
Tomeasure the efficiency of our parallelisation of theAnaˆtaxis algorithm, the only
reasonable “best serial algorithm” is the serial implementation we have created5.
The parallel version of the graph construction step, speed-upmeasurements were
performed for matrix-sizes ranging from 20 to 1000 and numbers of processes
varying from 2 to 14. The communication of the normalised dissimilarity matrix
and collection and consolidation of results were included in the measurements.
The results are shown in figure 5.9. The hardware used was a cluster of dual
processor Intel Xeon computers with amyrinet interconnect. The processors were
clocked at 2.4 GHz there were 2GB of RAM for each computer (shared between
two processors).
As the size of the matrix increases, the speed-up also increases. This is not sur-
prising, since the matrices which are communicated (normalised dissimilarity
matrices and results from each process in the form of partial graphs) increase
with the square of ingroup-taxon number, but the number of triplets to be ana-
lysed increases with the third power of the ingroup-taxon number.
An interesting phenomenon is observed. As the number of worker processes
increases beyond a power of two speed-up briefly stagnates or even decreases.
This is easily explained by themethod used internally byMPI for the broadcast of
the normalised dissimilarity matrix and the explicitly coded data collection and
consolidationmethod. Both employ a binary tree as shown in figure 5.8.When the
number ofworker processes passes a power of two, an additional layer is required
in the binary tree and therefore more communication time becomes necessary.
5.4.4 Conclusion
We have implemented a parallel version of the Anaˆtaxis algorithm using a fairly
straightforward approach. Although communication load is not fully optimised
and only the triplet analysis step is parallelised, we are able to demonstrate a
moderate speed-up.
The basic feasibility of parallelising the Anaˆtaxis algorithm has thus been demon-
strated. Since the serial version of Anaˆtaxis already runs very quickly (see fig-
ure 5.7), no further effort was invested to improve on the parallel version at this
time.
5If the strictest interpretation of the definition of speed-up is used, it may be argued that since
Anaˆtaxis is a phylogenetic reconstruction algorithm, the parallel version should be compared to
the fastest phylogenetic reconstruction algorithm available.
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Figure 5.9: Plot of speed-up depending on the number of processes and
the size of the normalised dissimilarity matrix. Each point is the aver-
age of ten measurements. Two aspects of the plot show the high cost of
communication. First of all, the speed-up is suboptimal. Second of all,
speed-up increases until the number of workers reaches a power of two,
then a brief drop in speed-up is observed. This drop is due to the addi-
tional communication necessary to transfer the matrix to all workers and
to retrieve the results from all workers.
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Chapter 6
Evaluating the performance of
Anaˆtaxis using a biological example
The ultimate test of any phylogenetic reconstruction method must involve real
biological data. Such a test was created for the Anaˆtaxis algorithm. In this chapter
we first explain the framework and methods used for the evaluation and then
go on to show the results, including a comparison to several other well known
algorithms.
6.1 Phylogenetic tree evaluation
To infer the best phylogenetic tree from the data available, all phylogeneticists
use the principle of parsimony (also known as Ockham’s razor [Ockham 1323]),
whether their method of choice is cladistic or not. The ‘best tree’ generally being
the one requiring the smallest amount of evolutionary change. Nature is not
necessarily parsimonious and neither is the process of evolution, however this
principle of parsimony has proven to be the only efficient criterion for producing
phylogenetic trees.
Evolution is a stochastic process, an element of randomness entering the equation
at every step. At any given point, there are numerous possible scenarios which
may follow. Therefore, even with perfect knowledge of the conditions at a given
point in time, it is impossible to knowwith certainty in which direction evolution
will go. Accordingly, to reconstruct a genuine tree of evolution, it would be
necessary to obtain the distribution of states of homologous characters at every
point in the tree. Even with an extremely representative fossil record it would
remain an impossibility.
In the end, the phylogeneticist must keep in mind the final application of the tree
being constructed. Will it be used for taxonomic purposes, to perform annotation
of sequences, or as a simple ecological survey of the microorganisms in a given
environment? It is the practical usefullness to answer a specific biological question
which defines the value of a phylogenetic study.
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How is it possible to determine the quality of a phylogenetic tree? This is not a
trivial question and an inherent problem in phylogenetics since true evolutionary
histories are not available for comparison. In recent years, with the popularity of
statistical phylogenetic methods based on a probabilistic model of evolution, the
use of a likelihood score under certain model parameters has become a standard
solution to this dilemma (e.g. Stamatakis 2006 or Mar et al. 2005). When the
performance of statistical methods is compared, data from simulated evolution is
used for reconstruction, thus creating a situation where the “true” evolutionary
history is known. This type of performance test is however somewhat artificial
since the samemodels (and parameters) are generally used for both the simulated
evolution phase and for the likelihood calculations in the reconstructionmethods.
Therefore, the test is more a measure of how well the heuristics of various model
basedmethods perform in order to find themost likely solution than ameasure of
which method is best at finding the true evolutionary tree. Probabilistic methods
have been shown to perform less well if the model of evolution used for the
simulation differs from the model used during reconstruction. This is especially
pronounced when large variations exist among branch lengths [Mar et al. 2005].
Since Anaˆtaxis is not based on an explicit, probabilistic model of evolution, a
comparison based on simulated data necessarily places Anaˆtaxis at a disadvant-
age. An alternative validation method was therefore sought. The most satisfying
approach was considered to be one based on real biological data.
In order to be able to compare trees generated fromvarious phylogeneticmethods
based on this biological data, an objectivemethod for comparing trees is necessary.
Various distancemetrics such as theRobinson-Foulds [Robinson and Foulds 1981]
or edit [Horesh et al. 2006] distances have been proposed to allow tree topologies
or phenogrammes to be compared. The Robinson-Foulds distance is equivalent to
the number of bipartitions1 present in only one of the trees, while the edit-distance
corresponds to the number of simple editing actions (insert/delete) necessary
to transform one tree topology into the other. Many implementations of these
methods (e.g. treedist [Felsenstein 2005]) exist and it is therefore easy to obtain a
distance value when comparing two trees.
Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to know the distance between two trees when
evaluating the results of phylogenetic analyses. The question of which tree is
better thus remains unsettled. To resolve this problem, a reference taxonomy was
used. This of coursemakes the scoring systemdirectly dependent on the quality of
the reference taxonomy. Data from awell studied group of organisms, for which a
reference taxonomy could be considered sufficiently reliable, was therefore used.
Two reference taxonomies where considered for the annotation tool.
1. The Tree of Life Web Project [Maddison and Schulz 1996-2006], an online
database of information on biodiversity and phylogenetic relationships.
2. NEWT [Phan et al. 2003] an online portal which contains the taxonomy data
1If a branch in a tree is cut, two disconnected subtrees will result, each with its own set of
leaves. A bipartition of a tree is such a separation of the leaves into two sets.
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for all species represented in the UNIPROT database and the taxonomy
information stored at the NCBI [Benson et al. 2000; Wheeler et al. 2000].
The Tree of Life Web Project (TOL) includes a much smaller number of taxons but
invests considerably more effort into taxonomic/phylogenetic analysis. NEWT on
the other hand contains the complete set of organisms for which data is present in
either UNIPROT or embl. Furthermore, sequence database entries contain cross-
references to NEWT in the form of ‘taxid’ identifiers. Thus, mapping of species
information from a candidate-tree to NEWT entries is straightforward. For this
reason, and keeping in mind that only well studied groups of organisms would
be included, NEWT was chosen as the reference taxonomy.
6.1.1 Automatic species-tree annotation and comparison
In order to implement tree comparison based on NEWT, a small set of software
tools was created. The main function of these tools is to extract a species-tree
for a given set of taxons from NEWT data in order to be able to compare results
from various phylogenetic methods to NEWT. A secondary function of the tools
is the automatic annotation of those internal branches in a candidate-tree which
correspond to amonophylon inNEWT.A count of internal nodes and of identified
monophylons in the tree is also given. This information may be useful for the
calculation of simple tree scores.
Figure 6.1: Examples of trees generated using the NEWT related software
tools. The left-hand tree is a demonstration of the primary function of
these tools, it is a tree structure extracted from NEWT starting with only
a list of taxids. The right-hand tree is a demonstration of the secondary
function of the tools, the automatic annotation of a tree which originally
contained no labels on the internal nodes. Note the difference at the
internal node labelled “Eutheria”: the NEWT tree contains an unresolved
trichotomy whereas the annotated tree is strictly bifurcating.
The primary function is a simple matter of building a tree by extracting nodes
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corresponding to a given set of taxids from NEWT and following the taxonomic
hierarchy from each of these to the root of the tree of life. The problem with this
approach is that the resulting tree is likely to contain internal nodes with only one
descendant. The tree is therefore trimmed of all such nodes, directly connecting
the ancestor of the node to the descendant of the node. At the root, a different
approach is used in order to keep the node corresponding to the name of the
lowest taxonimic grouping which contains all taxids of the dataset.
The algorithm used for the secondary, annotation function is also very simple.
For all leaves in the candidate-tree, the complete lineage up to the root node of
the NEWT-taxonomy is extracted from the NEWT data. In the candidate-tree,
each internal node is analysed individually. The node being tested divides the
leaves of the tree into two sets, those which are descendants of the node (D) and
those which are not (D). The cenancestor (c) according to NEWT of leaves in D
is determined from the lineage data (this is a simple matter of finding the lowest
lineage entry common to all lineages fromD). If no leaf containing c in its lineage
exists in D, the taxons in D form a monophylon and the node being tested can
be considered equivalent to c. It is possible however, that entries from several
taxonomic levels in NEWT separateD fromD (i.e. an ancestor of c also creates the
bipartition D | D) and therefore several labels would be valid for the node being
analysed. When this happens, the label corresponding to the highest possible
taxonomic level was used, thereby giving preference to well-known high-level
phylon names. The root however is always labelled using the lowest level label
in order to clearly delimit the set of taxons in the tree (and avoid having the label
“Root node of taxonomy” in all cases).
6.1.2 Implementation
The automatic annotation tool was implemented using the ruby scripting lan-
guage for several reasons:
• Ruby is rich in text parsing functionality.
• The object-oriented nature of ruby is ideal for iterating over the nodes of
the candidate-tree and for handling NEWT-lineage data for the leaves of the
candidate-tree.
• The performance penalty for using an interpreted languagewas not an issue
since the CPU-time used for annotation is negligible compared to that used
to generate the tree.
The NEWT taxonomy-data is read from a text-file kindly provided by Isabelle
Phan. For usage details please refer to appendix D.
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6.2 Biological examples
As mentioned in section 6.1, we sought to further validate Anaˆtaxis and compare
it to other common methods using real biological data. This chapter outlines the
procedures used and shows the results of the comparisons.
6.2.1 Sequence alignment
In order to perform phylogenetic analyses on large sets of molecular data it is first
necessary to align the sequences. Multiple sequence alignment is a highly studied
problem in bioinformatics [Notredame 2002; Edgar and Batzoglou 2006]. Numer-
ous theoretical studies have shown variations of the problem to be NP-complete
or NP-hard [Wang and Jiang 1994; Just 2001; Elias 2006]. Nevertheless, rapid
multiple alignment programmes for protein sequences exist. During the testing
of Anaˆtaxis on biological data, two alignment systems were used. A preexisting
manual alignment of chloroplastic rps4geneswas extended to obtain an alignment
with several hundred taxons. In addition, a semi-automated alignment procedure
based on the MAFFT programme [Katoh et al. 2002; Katoh et al. 2005; Katoh and
Toh 2007] was used. A detailed description of this procedure follows.
The semi-automatic alignment procedure contained the following steps:
1. Protein sequences were obtained from UNIPROT [Apweiler et al. 2004].
2. Protein sequences were filtered using the following criteria
• Sequence length - Very short and unreasonably long sequences were
discarded
• Species annotation - Environmental sample sequences, not attributable
to a distinct species were discarded
• Ambiguous amino acids {X,B,Z} - MAFFT has trouble interpreting
ambiguous amino acids. Therefore, sequences with runs of ambigu-
ous amino acids at their 5′ or 3′ ends were truncated and included in
the datasets, while sequences where ambiguous amino acids occurred
elsewhere were discarded.
3. Protein alignments were performed using MAFFT.
4. Theprotein alignmentwasusedas a template for the alignment of nucleotide
sequences obtained from embl.
5. The nucleotide alignment was manually verified and annotated (by Dr. Bit-
tar).
Step 1 was performed using the beta-version of the new UNIPROT interface at
http://beta.uniprot.org. This allowed complex searches using several synonym-
ous gene names to be carried out and to limit results to a taxonomic group or
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organellar genome. Step 2 was performed using a ruby script, relying heavily on
the BioRubymodule for parsing of UNIPROT entries and for output of sequences
in fastA format. The cutoff for short and long sequences was determined from a
histogram of sequence lengths. In step 3, version 5.861 of MAFFT was used, with
the fast Fourier transform option turned on and an appropriate maximum num-
ber of iterations depending on the number of sequences to be aligned. MAFFT
was run on an AMD Opteron processor running at 2.2GHz with 4GB of RAM.
Conversion from the protein alignment to a nucleotide alignment (step 4)was car-
ried out using using software tools produced specifically for this purpose. These
tools consisted of a ruby script and a C++ programme. The ruby script parses
the relevant UNIPROT entry, retrieves the referenced EMBL nucleotide sequence
entries, parses the coding sequence features of the EMBL entry and generates the
relevant nucleotide fragment. It then sends this fragment along with the amino
acid sequence to the C++ programmewhich verifies correspondence between the
two and if successful, the ruby script inserts gaps into the nucleotide sequence
according to the amino-acid alignment. The C++ programme implements a mod-
ified Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [Needleman and Wunsch 1970] to allow for
splicing, and small errors not correctly annotated in the EMBL entry. Manual
verification included correction of obvious frame-shift errors in the sequence and
obvious misalignments due to missing and artefactual nucleotides. The amino
acid alignment was consulted when misalignments needed to be corrected.
6.2.2 The rps4 dataset
Anaˆtaxis was tested on a real biological problem: the reconstruction of the phylo-
geny of 234 streptophyte species based on an alignment of the chl gene rps4
(chloroplastic 30 S ribosomal protein S4). This gene has already proven its use-
fulness for phylogenetic analyses of plants [Nadot et al. 1995; Souza-Chies et al.
1997]. 224 distinct sequences of streptophytes formed the ingroup. The outgroup
consisted of four additional sequences of five green algae and its structure was
given by the taxonomical information in NEWT [Phan et al. 2003] (Nephroselmis
olivacea, (Pseudendoclonium akinetum, (Prototheca wickerhamii, Chlorella vulgaris and
Chl. ellipsoidea))). A condensed form of the phylogeny obtained with Anaˆtaxis is
shown in figure 6.2.
For comparison, the same dataset was used to reconstruct trees with the follow-
ing five well-known, contemporary methods: NJ, PAUP*, RAxML, Tree-Puzzle
and MrBayes. NJ, the only distance-based method among the five, was executed
twice: once on F84 distances [Felsenstein and Churchill 1996] as generated by the
dnadist program of PHYLIP and once on our raw dissimilarities (without error
margins). For RAxML, the extended-majority consensus of 20 runswas generated
as suggested in the manual. In order to demonstrate that Anaˆtaxis does not suffer
from the classical problems of simple clustering methods, we also ran UPGMA.
We obtained satisfactory results from the Anaˆtaxis, NJ and RAxML analyses.
PAUP* did not run to completion after 20 days at which time no valid tree had
been produced. The Tree-Puzzle dendrogram showed a highly unresolved poly-
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chotomy (more than 60 branches) at the root level (tree not shown). MrBayes was
terminated after 96 hourswith a standard deviation of split frequencies approach-
ing 1.0; the tree produced did not make sense phyletically (tree not shown). As
expected, UPGMA placed quickly-evolving lineages towards the root (tree not
shown), an artefact not found in any of the three satisfactory methods. Table 6.1
shows a summary of these results.
Method Execution time Result
Anaˆtaxis ∼ 2min Acceptable tree
Neighbor-Joining ∼ 2min Acceptable tree
RAxML 2.5h (20 runs and consensus) Acceptable tree
Tree-Puzzle 31h Very large polychotomy
at the root
MrBayes 96h Phyletically absurd tree
PAUP* stopped after 20 days No tree produced
( UPGMA ∼ 2min Slow evolving lineages
drawn together
)
Table 6.1: Overview of the execution times and results of various phylogenetic
reconstruction methods run on the rps4 dataset.
The streptophyte ingroup structure of the valid trees was scored using precision2
and recall3 with respect to monophylons according to NEWT. Prior to scoring, NJ
and RAxML trees were rooted using the chlorophytes as an outgroup. The scores
were as follows:
2Precision =
NEWT monophylons in analysed tree
Internal nodes in tree
3Recall =
NEWT monophylons in analysed tree
Monophylons in NEWT reference tree
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Anaˆtaxis: Precision = 75202 = 37.1%
Recall = 75108 = 69.4%
NJ-raw: Precision = 77222 = 34.7%
Recall = 77108 = 71.3%
NJ-F84: Precision = 79222 = 35.6%
Recall = 79108 = 73.1%
RAxML: Precision = 84222 = 37.8%
Recall = 84108 = 77.8%
Table 6.2 shows the Robinson-Foulds distances [Robinson and Foulds 1981]
between the trees. Both the NEWT reference tree and the reconstructed trees
are included. The Anaˆtaxis tree is closest to the NEWT reference tree.
NEWT Anaˆtaxis NJ-raw NJ-F84 RAxML
NEWT – 161 179 179 163
Anaˆtaxis 161 – 136 150 166
NJ-raw 179 136 – 108 176
NJ-F84 179 150 108 – 144
RAxML 163 166 176 144 –
Table 6.2: This table shows the Robinson-Foulds distances between the rps4 trees
produced with different algorithms. The NEWT tree is a reference taxonomy.
Interestingly, bothNJ-F84 and RAxML resolve the tree structure of the green algae
differently from the outgroup structure used for Anaˆtaxis (obtained fromNEWT).
Using the alternative internal structure of the green algae given by RAxML and
NJ-F84 as an outgroup for Anaˆtaxis did not change the resulting streptophyte
ingroup resolution (data not shown). NJ-raw gave the same tree structure as
NEWT for the green algae.
Overall, our results show that for the taxonomic score we are on par with RAxML
and NJ, while speedwise we are comparable to NJ.
It should be kept in mind that this phylogenetic reconstruction is based on a
single gene. When using a dataset with a relatively small number of characters,
discrepancies between methods are inevitable. Nevertheless, the phyletic quality
of results obtained with Anaˆtaxis, NJ and RAxML is surprisingly good.
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Figure 6.2: Summary of the rps4 tree reconstructed using Anaˆtaxis.
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Conclusion
This thesis has developed a novel phylogenetic tree reconstruction method called
Anaˆtaxis. It has the advantage of being almost as fast as thewell knownNeighbor-
Joining algorithm (NJ) but takes both heterogeneity of evolutionary rates between
lineages and homoplasy into account.
With extensive numerical simulations, we have demonstrated the functionality of
the two major steps of the algorithm – normalisation and ingroup division. The
normalisation step of Anaˆtaxis outperforms NJ for trees with varying, but com-
parable rates of evolution across lineages, especially when the total tree length
is large. When individual branches of the true evolutionary tree evolve consider-
ably faster than the rest, theAnaˆtaxis normalisation step accomplishes its function
with a precision comparable to NJ. The ingroup division step is very robust and
only high levels of homoplasy combined with small ingroup sizes are able to
cause precision to decline.
Two implementations of the algorithm are ready for use, one with a user friendly
graphical interface and one with a command line interface for integration into
complex work flows. The algorithm scales with the third power of the taxon
number for most data, and we have shown that it is possible to obtain a speed-up
using a simple prototype parallel implementation.
Finally, the Anaˆtaxis algorithm was compared to several existing phylogenetic
reconstruction methods using a moderately sized biological dataset. It was found
to be on par with RAxML and NJ for taxonomic quality and ran almost as fast
as NJ. Already with moderately sized datasets, execution was clearly faster than
that of RAxML.We believe this demonstrates the validity of the Anaˆtaxis method
and hope it will prove useful to the scientific community.
Extensions of Anaˆtaxis are possible in several directions. We believe the most
important ones are the following:
• Further explore the possible advantages of using uncertain dissimilarities.
These include the incorporation of polymorphism data such as SNPs and
better handling of missing data
• Obtain more information from the triplet analysis step. Statistical analysis
of the triplets which do not show an ultrametric-like scenario may yield
precise information regarding homoplasy and normalisation quality. The
degree of erosion necessary to split the graph could be used to calculate a
confidence level for individual branches of the final tree.
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Appendix A
Details of the Neighbor-Joining
algorithm
This appendix describes how the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) algorithm is able to re-
construct a phylogenetic tree from a set of additive distances. The algorithm and
part of the mathematical proof are given.
A.1 Principle
Given a tree with additive distances between all pairs of leaves, find a pair of
neighbouring leaves i and j which have the same parent node k. For any leaf m,
the distance to kmay be calculated by:
dk,m =
1
2
(
di,m + d j,m − di, j
)
(A.1)
See figure A.1
It is therefore possible to remove the leaves i and j, replacing them with k and
still maintain an additive pairwise distance-matrix for leaves in the resulting tree.
Continuing in the same fashion, the entire tree can be dismantled and all the
distances between internal nodes can be calculated. Conversely, it is possible to
recreate the tree structure by adding the successively removed pairs of neigh-
bouring leaves to an empty tree. To do so, the exact topology of the tree being
dismantled need not be known. It suffices to be able to identify neighbouring
leaves in the tree. This is the principle of the NJ algorithm.
Inorder to identifyneighbouring leaveswhenonly the additivepairwisedistances
between leaves are known. The followingproperty is used (proof to follow).When
Di, j is minimal, i and j are neighbours:
Di, j = di, j −
(
ri + r j
)
(A.2)
where
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→ +
Figure A.1: It is possible to calculate all the inter-node distances for all
pairs of two internal nodes and for all pairs consisting of a leaf and an
internal node. The tree is progressively dismantled by applying equa-
tion (A.1) to remove pairs of neighbouring leaves and replace them by
their parent node. It is also possible to reconstruct the tree from the re-
moved pairs.
ri =
1
|L| − 2
∑
h∈L
di, j (A.3)
and L is the set of leaves.
A.2 Algorithm
The NJ algorithm may be described as follows:
Initialisation:
• Tree T is the set of (as yet) unconnected leaves.
• L is the set of remaining nodes to be connected. It is initialised to the set of
leaves.
Iteration:
• Obtain apair of neighbouring leaves i, jbyfinding theminimalDi, j according
to equation (A.2).
• Add a new node k to L with distances Dk,m for all m ∈ L defined according
to equation (A.1).
• Add k to T with edges of lengths di,k = 12 (di, j + ri − r j) and d j,k = di, j − di,k
joining k to i and k to j respectively.
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• Remove i and j from L.
• Add k to L.
Termination:
• When L is reduced to two leaves i and j, add the final edge connecting i and
jwith length di, j to T.
• Return T
A.3 Mathematical proof
Proposition:
For a tree with additive lengths,Di, j minimal implies that i and j are neighbouring
leaves.
Proof:
Proof by contradiction. Suppose that Di, j is minimal and that i and j are not
neighbouring leaves.→ Seek a contradiction
If i and j are not neighbouring leaves, there must exist at least two internal nodes
k and l between i and j (figure A.2)
Three subtrees originate at internal node k. Let Lk be the set of leaves in the subtree
which contains neither i nor j. (figure A.2)
Similarly, three subtrees originate at internal node l. Let Ll be the set of leaves in
the subtree which contains neither i nor j. (figure A.2)
Let n and m be two neighbouring leaves in the subtree Lk (figure A.2)
For any leaf y in Lk:
di,y + d j,y = di, j + 2dk,y (A.4)
dm,y + dn,y = dm,n + 2dp,y (A.5)
di,y + d j,y − dm,y − dn,y = di, j + 2dk,y − dm,n − 2dp,y (A.6)
For any leaf z in Ll:
di,z + d j,z = di, j + 2di,z (A.7)
dm,z + dn,z = dm,n + 2dp,z = dm,n + 2dp,k + 2dk,l + 2dl,z (A.8)
di,z + d j,z − dm,z − dn,z = di, j − dm,n − 2dl,k − 2dp,k (A.9)
By definition:
Di, j −Dm,n = di, j − dm,n − 1|L| − 2
∑
u∈L
(
di,u + d j,u − dm,u − dn,u
)
(A.10)
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Figure A.2: This tree structure is used for illustration of the NJ proof. If i
and j are not neighbouring leaves, there must be at least two nodes l and
k between them. Lk is the set of nodes in the red subtree. Ll is the set of
nodes in the blue subtree. n andm are two neighbouring leaves in Lk with
parent node m. y is a further node in Lk and z is a node in Ll.
Combining equations (A.6), (A.9) and (A.10):
Di, j −Dm,n = di, j − dm,n − 1|L| − 2
∑
u∈Lk
(di, j − dn,m + 2dk,y − 2dp,y)
+
∑
u∈Ll
(di, j − dn,m − 2dp,k − 2dl,k)
+
∑
u∈{i, j,K}
(di, j − dm,n − K)
 (A.11)
Simplifying:
Di, j −Dm,n = 1|L| − 2
∑
u∈Lk
(2dp,y − 2dk,y) +
∑
u∈Ll
(2dp,k + 2dl,k)
 + C (A.12)
Since the distances are additive (see figure A.2):
dp,y + dp,k > dk,y (A.13)
dp,y − dk,y > −dp,y (A.14)
Combining with (A.12):
Di, j −Dm,n = 1|L| − 2
∑
u∈Lk
(2dp,y − 2dk,y) +
∑
u∈Ll
(2dp,k + 2dl,k)
 + C
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Di, j −Dm,n > 1|L| − 2
∑
u∈Lk
(2dp,y − 2dk,y) +
∑
u∈Ll
(2dp,k + 2dl,k)

Di, j −Dm,n > 1|L| − 2
∑
u∈Lk
(−2dp,k) +
∑
u∈Ll
(2dp,k)

Di, j −Dm,n > 1|L| − 2
(
2dp,k(|Ll| − |Lk|)
)
(A.15)
Since Di, j is minimal:
Di, j < Dm,n (A.16)
Combining with A.15:
|Ll| < |Lk| (A.17)
Selecting m and n from Ll (as in figure A.3) results in the reverse conclusion:
|Ll| > |Lk| (A.18)
Inequalities (A.17) and (A.18) form a contradiction.
q.e.d
Figure A.3: The tree with m and n in Ll. This reversal allows the proof by
contradiction to be completed.
For case where there is a single leaf in either Ll or Lk, and therefore no pair of
neighbouring leaves n,m can be chosen, an alternate proof exists. For full details,
see Saitou and Nei (1987) and Studier and Keppler (1988).
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Appendix B
Pseudocode
B.1 Recursion
0 / / Recursive anatax is t r ee bu i l d i n g f unc t i on
anatax is ( outgroup t ree , ingroup , mat r i x ) {
/ / Terminate recu rs ion f o r t r i v i a l case wi th
/ / an ingroup of one or two taxons
5 i f ( ingroup . s ize < 3 ) {
foreach member i n ingroup {
phylogeny . add l e a f a t r o o t (member ) ;
}
}
10
/ / Non− t r i v i a l case r equ i r i n g norma l i sa t ion ,
/ / ingroup d i v i s i o n and f u r t h e r recu rs ion .
e lse {
15 / / Normal isa t ion or the ingroup d i s s i m i l a r i t y
/ / mat r i x based on the outgroup
no rma l i s e d d i s s im i l a r i t i e s :=
normal ise ( outgroup t ree , ingroup , mat r i x ) ;
20 / / Setup graph f o r ingroup d i v i s i o n by per forming
/ / t r i p l e t ana l ys i s
graph := make graph ( no rma l i s e d d i s s im i l a r i t i e s ) ;
/ / Erode the graph i n order to ob ta in the d i v i s i o n s
25 / / o f the ingroup and the sub−outgroup t rees
subgroup trees := erode ( graph ) ;
/ / For each d i v i s i o n o f the ingroup , prepare
/ / parameters and make recu rs i ve c a l l to
30 / / the anatax is t r ee bu i l d i n g f unc t i on
foreach t ree i n subgroup trees {
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sub ingroup := t r ee . leaves ;
foreach ou t t r ee i n subgroup trees {
35 i f ( ou t t r ee != t r ee ) {
sub outgroup t ree . add t r ee a t r oo t ( ou t t r ee ) ;
}
}
40 tmp t ree :=
anatax is ( sub outgroup t ree , sub ingroup , mat r i x ) ;
/ / Add the r e s u l t o f the recu rs i ve c a l l to
/ / the anatax is t r ee bu i l d i n g f unc t i on to the
45 / / cu r ren t p a r t i a l phy logenet ic t r ee
phylogeny . add t r ee a t r oo t ( tmp t ree ) ) ;
}
}
50 / / Return p a r t i a l ( or complete ) phy logenet ic t r ee
return phylogeny ;
}
B.2 Normalisation
0 / / Generate normal ised a d i s s i m i l a r i t y mat r i x f o r the ingroup
normal ise ( outgroup t ree , ingroup , mat r i x ) {
/ / Ca lcu la te the d i s s i m i l a r t i e s between the outgroup and
/ / each ingroup member
5 foreach member i n ingroup {
DiO [member ] := average by gu ide t ree ( outgroup t ree , mat r i x ) ;
}
/ / Ca lcu la te the median of the outgroup−to−ingroup−member
10 / / d is tances
med DiO := median (DiO )
/ / Ca lcu la te the co r r e c t i v e f a c t o r ( d i f f ) f o r each
/ / ingroup member
15 foreach member i n ingroup {
D i f f [member ] := med DiO − DiO [member ] ;
}
/ / For a l l pa i rw ise d i s s i m i l a r i t i e s w i t h i n the ingroup
20 / / apply the two re l evan t co r r e c t i v e f a c t o r s and s to re
/ / the r e s u l t i n g D ’ i j i n the mat r i x o f normal ised
/ / d i s s i m i l a r i t y mat r i x
for ( i := 1 ; i < ingroup . s ize ; ++ i ) {
for ( j := 0 ; j < i ; ++ j ) {
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25 normal ised [ i ] [ j ] = mat r i x [ i ] [ j ] + D i f f [ i ] + D i f f [ j ] ;
}
}
/ / Return the normal ised d i s s i m i l a r i t y mat r i x
30 return normal ised ;
}
B.3 Graph creation
This pseudocode does not show the treatment of dissimilarities containing un-
certainty. Therefore, it does not handle the special cases which may arise when
dissimilarities with uncertainty are compared (see table 3.3).
0 / / Perform amalysis o f a l l poss ib le groups of th ree ingroup
/ / taxons and s to re the r e su l t s i n a graph s t r u c t u r e
make graph ( norm dissim ) {
/ / Loop through a l l poss ib le groups of th ree
5 for ( i := 2 ; i < norm dissim . s ize ; ++ i ) {
for ( j := 1 ; j < i ; ++ j ) {
for ( k := 0 ; k < j ; ++k ) {
10 / / U l t r ame t r i c or reso lved case ( ( i , j ) , k ) ;
i f ( norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] < norm dissim [ i ] [ k ]
and norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] < norm dissim [ j ] [ k ] ) {
graph [ i ] [ j ] += 1 ;
15 }
/ / U l t r ame t r i c or reso lved case ( ( i , k ) , j ) ;
e lse i f ( norm dissim [ i ] [ k ] < norm dissim [ i ] [ j ]
and norm dissim [ i ] [ k ] < norm dissim [ j ] [ k ] ) {
20
graph [ i ] [ k ] += 1 ;
}
/ / U l t r ame t r i c or reso lved case ( i , ( j , k ) ) ;
25 e lse i f ( norm dissim [ j ] [ k ] < norm dissim [ i ] [ j ]
and norm dissim [ j ] [ k ] < norm dissim [ i ] [ k ] ) {
graph [ j ] [ k ] += 1 ;
}
30
/ / Ambiguous case ( ( i , j ) , k ) ; or ( ( i , k ) , j ) ;
e lse i f ( norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] == norm dissim [ i ] [ k ]
and norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] < norm dissim [ j ] [ k ] ) {
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35 graph [ i ] [ j ] += 0 . 5 ;
graph [ i ] [ k ] += 0 . 5 ;
}
/ / Ambiguous case ( ( i , j ) , k ) ; or ( i , ( k , j ) ) ;
40 e lse i f ( norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] == norm dissim [ j ] [ k ]
and norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] < norm dissim [ i ] [ k ] ) {
graph [ i ] [ j ] += 0 . 5 ;
graph [ j ] [ k ] += 0 . 5 ;
45 }
/ / Ambiguous case ( ( i , k ) , j ) ; or ( i , ( j , k ) ) ;
e lse i f ( norm dissim [ i ] [ k ] == norm dissim [ j ] [ k ]
and norm dissim [ i ] [ k ] < norm dissim [ i ] [ j ] ) {
50
graph [ i ] [ k ] += 0 . 5 ;
graph [ j ] [ k ] += 0 . 5 ;
}
55 / / Unresolved case ( i , j , k ) ;
e lse {
graph [ i ] [ j ] += 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ;
graph [ j ] [ k ] += 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ;
graph [ i ] [ k ] += 1 . 0 / 3 . 0 ;
60 }
}
}
}
65 / / Return the r e su l t s o f the ana lys i s o f the groups of th ree
/ / i n the form of a graph s t r u c t u r e
return graph ;
}
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Usage details for the command-line
version of Anaˆtaxis
Command line options:
Generic options:
-h [ --help ] print help message
-v [ --version ] print version information
Programme options:
-o [ --outgroup ] arg Outgroup in newick format with integer
leaves
e.g. "(1,2,(3,4));"
-i [ --ingroup ] arg Ingroup (comma separated list of integers)
-m [ --method ] arg Dissimilarity matrix calculation method
Possible arguments:
hamming: Two homologous, unidentical
characters increment the
pairwise sequence dissimilarity
by one unit
laxcol: Filter out sequences-matrix
columns with at least one
character which is a manifest
error
tolcol: Filter out sequences-matrix
columns with at least one
character which is a manifest
error, or is completely unknown
(’?’)
strcol: Filter out sequences-matrix
columns with at least one
character which is a manifest
error, or is completely unknown
(’?’), or is an ambiguous
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nucleotide (e.g. ’N’)
laxnor: In a sequence, filter out any
character which is a manifest
error; normalise pairwise
dissimilarity for sequences i
and j on the number nij of
actually compared characters
tolnor: In a sequence, filter out any
character which is a manifest
error, or is completely unknown
(’?’); normalise pairwise
dissimilarity for sequences i
and j on the number nij of
actually compared characters
strnor: In a sequence, filter out any
character which is a manifest
error, or is completely unknown
(’?’), or is an ambiguous
nucleotide (e.g. ’N’);
normalise pairwise
dissimilarity for sequences i
and j on the number nij of
actually compared characters
dnadist: Use the external program
’dnadist’ (PHYLIP package) in
the console
protdist: Use the external program
’protdist’ (PHYLIP package) in
the console
-p [ --precision ] arg (=double) Precision: double|single
-n [ --no_uncertainty ] Do not use dissimilarity values with
uncertainty based on statistical sampling
--nucleotide Force molecule type to nucleotide
--protein Force molecule type to protein
Fine tuning options:
--ultrametric arg (=6) EdgeWeight for ultrametric resolved trichotomy:
--resolved arg (=6) EdgeWeight for resolved trichotomy with homoplasy
--ambiguous arg (=3) EdgeWeight for ambiguously resolved trichotomy with
homoplasy)
--polychotomous arg (=2) EdgeWeight for unresolved trichotomy
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Appendix D
NEWT-tree extraction and automatic
tree annotation tools
The set of software tools created to extract trees from NEWT data and to auto-
matically annotate species trees are contained in four ruby files:
1. newt.rb - A script/library to read andworkwithNEWTdata and to generate
sorted lists of lineages
2. simple tree.rb - A simple data structure for trees
3. make newt tree.rb - A script/library for extracting trees from NEWT
4. annotate tree.rb - A script/library for tree annotation
The ruby language has the peculiarity that the same file can often be used as a
library or a stand-alone script. Below is a description of the features present in the
libraries and a detailed description of the usage of those files which can function
as stand-alone scripts. For details concerning the use of the files as libraries, please
generate ruby Doc from the source code.
D.1 newt.rb
This file contains the Newt module for handling taxonomy data from newt and
can also be used as a stand-alone script to look up taxids, sort them and print
their lineages. The module contains the following main features:
• Reading of NEWT data into memory from a nodes.dat file (available in the
public.zip version of NEWT)
• Readingof obsolete taxidnumbers and their replacements fromamerged.dat
file (available in the public.zip version of NEWT)
• Rapid lookup of any node in NEWT by taxid (including obsolete taxids)
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• Retrieval of complete lineage information for any node
• Reduction of the NEWT dataset to the subtree below any node and saving
in a
• Lookup of a node by NCBI or UNIPROT scientific name
The script usage is as follows:
./newt.rb nodefile mergefile tax id list
Where nodefile is a file containing taxonomy node information in the format of
NEWT’s node.dat, mergefile is a list of obsolete taxids and their correspond-
ing current values (merged.dat) and tax id list is a comma separated list of
taxid numbers. Output is a sorted list of the lineages of the taxons present in
tax id list. Sorting is according to the NEWT taxonomy with nodes appearing
before their children and children of a given node sorted alphanumerically.
D.2 simple tree.rb
This file contains the SimpleTree module for simple tree structures. It does not
function as a stand-alone script. The SimpleTree module contains the following
main features:
• Storage of a tree structure including any data structure for node information
• Conversion/modification function tomodify the informationassociatedwith
the nodes in the tree
• Reading tree structures from Newick parenthesis format
• Output of tree structures in Newick parenthesis format
• Depth-first tree-walking using a visitor to define the operations to be per-
formed during the walk
D.3 make newt tree.rb
This file is a script which extracts a tree-structure from newt for a set of taxids. It
can also function as a library if NEWT-trees are to be extracted from data other
than a list of taxids or when the NEWT-tree should be generated from within
another script.
The script usage is as follows:
./make newt tree.rb nodefile mergefile taxidlist
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Where nodefile is a file containing taxonomy node information in the format of
NEWT’s node.dat, mergefile is a list of obsolete taxids and their corresponding
current values (merged.dat) and treefile is a Newick format tree with taxid
leaves.
D.4 annotate tree.rb
This file is script for automatically annotating species trees based on the NEWT
taxonomy. It can also function as a library for scripts which annotate trees which
are not in the desired format (i.e. don’t have taxid leaves).
The script usage is as follows:
./annotate tree.rb nodefile mergefile treefile
Where nodefile is a file containing taxonomy node information in the format of
NEWT’s node.dat, mergefile is a list of obsolete taxids and their corresponding
current values (merged.dat) and treefile is a Newick format tree with taxid
leaves.
Output is a tgffilewith the annotated tree (http://www.math.uni-bonn.de/people/jmueller/extra/treegraph/).
Furthermore, the number of internal nodes and the number of NEWT mono-
phylons found are given. This informationmaybeuseful for scoring or comparing
trees.
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Appendix E
Obj-MPI: an example
The following code listing is an example of the use of the Obj-MPI framework. In
the tradition of computer science it corresponds to a “hello world” programme.
Theparallelmethodof the “MyParallelObject” class causes eachworker process to
send a “hello world” message to the master. The master receives these messages
in order and displays them. All code particular to Obj-MPI is commented for
clarity.
0 # include <iostream>
# include <s t r ing >
# include <sstream>
# include ”obj−mpi . h”
# include ”mpi . h”
5
using namespace s td ;
/ / A c lass wi th a p a r a l l e l method
c l a s s MyPara l le lOb jec t {
10 public :
/ / This i s the p a r a l l e l method
void gree t i ng (WorkForce& workForce ) ;
s t a t i c void r eg i s t e rPa ra l l e lMe thods (WorkForce& workForce ) ;
} ;
15
/ / This i s the c lass which conta ins code to run
/ / on the worker process f o r the ’ g ree t i ng task ’ .
/ / I t i s der ived from the TaskRunner c lass .
c l a s s Greet ing : public TaskRunner {
20 public :
Greet ing (MPI Comm comm ) : TaskRunner (comm ) { }
v i r tua l void runTask ( ) ;
} ;
25 in t main ( in t argc , char ∗ ∗ argv ) {
/ / MPI r e l a t ed i n i t i a l i s a t i o n s
in t myRank ;
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in t procNum ;
MPI Status s ta tus ;
30
MPI I n i t (&argc , &argv ) ;
MPI Comm rank (MPI COMMWORLD, &myRank ) ;
MPI Comm size (MPI COMMWORLD, &procNum ) ;
35 / / Check t ha t there are enough processes to have at l eas t
/ / one worker
i f (procNum < 2 ) {
ce r r << ”Not enough processes ! ”<<endl ;
return 1 ;
40 }
/ / Create the WorkForce and r e g i s t e r o f p a r a l l e l methods
WorkForce workForce (MPI COMMWORLD ) ;
MyPara l le lOb jec t : : r eg i s t e rPa ra l l e lMe thods (workForce ) ;
45
/ / Code f o r execut ion on the master process master . Since
/ / r e g i s t r a t i o n i s a l ready completed , there are only two
/ / aspects o f the code in t h i s b lock which are d i r e c t l y
/ / r e l a t ed to the p a r a l l e l nature o f the programme .
50 / / 1) The p a r a l l e l methods need access to the WorkForce
/ / 2) the workForce . stopWork ( ) c a l l a t the end of the block
i f (myRank == 0 ) {
MyPara l le lOb jec t ob j ;
obj . gree t i ng (workForce ) ;
55
/ / Message to workers to stop working . This a l lows co r r ec t
/ / t e rm ina t i on o f the programme on a l l processes .
workForce . stopWork ( ) ;
}
60
/ / Code f o r worker processes i s s imply to ’ work ’
e lse { / / myRank != 0
workForce . work ( ) ;
}
65
/ / A l l MPI programmes must c a l l MPI F ina l i ze ( )
MPI F ina l i ze ( ) ;
}
70 void Greet ing : : runTask ( ) {
/ / Create a message
s t r i n g message ;
{
os t r ings t ream strm ;
75 strm <<”Hello world from process ”<<myRank<<” ! ! ! ”<<endl ;
message = strm . s t r ( ) ;
}
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/ / Pack the message using ObjMPI<s t r i ng > .
80 / / Determine the s ize o f the bu f f e r f o r t h i s s t r i n g
in t bu f f e rS i ze = ObjMPI<s t r i ng > : : packSize (message , myComm ) ;
/ / Create the bu f f e r
char ∗ bu f f e r = new char [ bu f f e rS i ze ] ;
/ / Mu l t i p l e datatypes can be packed i n t o one message .
85 / / ’ p o s i t i o n ’ keeps t r ack o f where one pack ends and where the
/ / next one begins
in t pos i t i o n = 0 ;
/ / Packing the message
ObjMPI<s t r i ng > : : pack (message ,
90 bu f fe r ,
buf fe rS ize ,
&pos i t i on ,
myComm ) ;
/ / Send the packed message
95 MPI Send ( bu f fe r , pos i t i on , MPI PACKED , 0 , 0 , myComm ) ;
/ / Delete the bu f f e r
delete [ ] bu f f e r ;
}
100 void MyPara l le lOb jec t : : gree t i ng (WorkForce& workForce ) {
/ / Send a spec ia l message to t e l l workers which TaskRunner
/ / con ta ins the code to be executed f o r t h i s method
const char ∗ tag = typeid ( Greet ing ) . name ( ) ;
MPI Comm myComm = workForce .getComm ( ) ;
105 MPI Bcast ( cons t cas t <char ∗>( tag ) ,
workForce . getMaxTag ( ) ,
MPI CHAR ,
0 ,
myComm ) ;
110
/ / Receive messages from a l l worker processes and p r i n t them to
/ / s tdou t
in t procNum ;
MPI Comm size (workForce .getComm ( ) , &procNum ) ;
115
char ∗ bu f f e r ;
MPI Status s ta tus ;
s t r i n g message ;
120 for ( in t i = 1 ; i <procNum ; i ++){
/ / Probe f o r message from process number ’ i ’
MPI Probe ( i , MPI ANY TAG , myComm, &s ta tus ) ;
in t buf fe rLength ;
in t pos i t i o n = 0 ;
125 / / Determine bu f f e r s ize
MPI Get count (&s ta tus , MPI BYTE , &buf fe rLength ) ;
/ / Create bu f f e r
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bu f f e r = new char [ buf fe rLength ] ;
/ / Receive message
130 MPI Recv ( bu f fe r ,
buf ferLength ,
MPI PACKED ,
i ,
MPI ANY TAG ,
135 myComm,
&s ta tus ) ;
/ / Unpack message
message = ObjMPI<s t r i ng > : : unpack ( bu f fe r ,
buf ferLength ,
140 &pos i t i on ,
myComm ) ;
delete [ ] bu f f e r ;
cout << message ;
}
145 }
/ / Reg is te r a l l p a r a l l e l methods f o r the MyPara l le lOb jec t c lass
/ / ( i n t h i s case only one method )
void MyPara l le lOb jec t : : r eg i s t e rPa ra l l e lMe thods (WorkForce& workForce ) {
150 workForce . regis terTaskRunner (new Greet ing (workForce .getComm ( ) ) ) ;
}
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